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Abatract of Ph.D. Thesis by D.H. Robertaon 
entitled "Studies in the Mass Spectrometry 
of Organic Compounds"
A general historical introduction begins the thesis} 
there follows a survey of the various types of mass spectrometers 
and their component parts.
In order to place in perspective the main work of the 
thesis, which is the application of data processing to mass 
spectrometry, a brief introduction to this field is included.
Next a review of some of the earlier efforts by N.I. Reed 
are discussed and the necessary background in probability and 
set theory is presented prior to treatment of the data processing 
techniques per se.
Since one of the major problems of massi spectrometry is that 
of the vast amounts of information which must be processed in 
order to achieve meaningful answers, the aim of this work has 
been the creation and application of methods for reducing this 
information to manageable proportions. -
The first of the three methods utilizes a principle borrowed 
from the discipline of information theory which is commonly called 
the Khinchine entropy function. This principle allows creation of 
a single-valued fraction for e&ch chemical coanpouhd uhder 
investigation. The utility of this function is discussed with 
illustrations of its uniqueness
The second principle comes from the field of mathematics 
and is referred to as the divergence function. It allows 
comparisons to be effected between spectra thereby expressing 
their similarity or dissimilarity. In practice, it has been 
used to advantage to resolve those cases in use of the Khinchine 
entropy which involve two values that are not sufficiently 
different to be diagnostic.
The third and most widely applicable principle involves 
coding of mass spectra in octally coded binary formatf hence 
it has been called octal coding.
Use of a code based on binary representation is most 
appropriate for data processing with a digital computer. The
code has the special advantages of being capable of creation 
on-line in real-time during operation of the mass spectrometer; 
it also displays insensitivity to intensity factors and the 
presence of impurities.
Examples are shown from each principle in tabular form 
in the body of the thesis and supplementary data is presented 
in the appendix. Also included there are copies of the computer 
programmes and related publications by the author.
We do not have a simple event A causally connected 
with a simple event B, hut the whole background of 
the system in which the events occur is included in 
the concept, and is a vital part of it.
Bridgman
INTRODUCTION
Mass spectroscopy has a close analogy in optical 
spectroscopy; separation of charged particles in an ion 
beam compares favourably with the frequency analysis of 
a light beam. The earliest instruments for ion beam an­
alysis utilised photographic methods of recording pheno­
mena and as such were truly spectroscopic in nature. With 
the development of electronic means of detection.to re­
place the photographic ones, the more commonly used term, 
mass spectrometry, came into use. Although photo'plate 
detection is employed in numerous instruments today, 
especially for recording high resolution spectra, the 
use of mass spectrometry as- a descriptive term is still 
applied, even if for the purist, there is slight mis­
use of terminology.
The earliest appearance of work that may be con­
sidered related to development of mass spectrometry 
was in 1886 when Goldstein (1) reported the discovery of 
positive rays in a low pressure discharge tube. Sub­
sequently W. Y/ien (2) proved conclusively that the rays 
were positive by observation of their deflexion in 
magnetic and electric fields.
Ini the meantime,’J.J. Thomson (2a,3,4) had shown
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the existence of electrons, thereby providing coherance to 
a theory of cathode tube behaviour. His book, (6) " Rays of 
Positive Electricity ", published in. 1913, summarized the 
researches in which he used what was to be the forerunner 
of all mass spectrometers, the so-called parabola apparatus; 
with it he pioneered the mass analysis of ion beams.
Such an analyser had first been used in 1901 by 
Kaufman (5) as a means of studying cathode rays. In his 
apparatus a beam of ions of varying mass and energy 
passes through uniform parallel electric and magnetic 
fields, after which traversal the ions describe a 
family of parabolas upon striking a fluorescent screen 
or photographic plate. Each parabola corresponds to 
a given m/q ratio; the lengths of the parabolas are 
a function of energy spread in the incident ions. It 
was with this apparatus that Thomson proved the existence 
of two stable isotopes of neon.
The true founder of modem mass spectrometry was 
P.W. Aston, originally a student of Thomson at Cambridge.
The arrangement of electrical and magnetic fields which 
he employed in his first design of a mass spectroscope, 
demonstrated a velocity focusing property. The first
instrument built by Aston was capable of a resolution 
of 1 part in 130; later refinements in design made 
possible the attainment of a resolution of 1 part in 
2000. Optically speaking Aston used his deflecting
2
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plates as prisms. An important discovery made with this 
instrumentation was that of the isotopes of chlorine.
During the same period A. J. Dempster (8) was develop­
ing another version of the mass spectrograph which pro­
vided for separation of charged particles by varying 
the accelerating potential of the ions prior to their 
entry into a 180 degree uniform magnetic field. Such a 
field possesses directional focusing of the ion beam; 
as opposed to velocity focusing where a monoenergetic 
source of ions is not important, such a requirement’ 
exists here. Since detection in Dempster's instrument 
was electrical, it constituted historically.the first 
example of a mass spectrometer. This design was best 
suited for problems of intensity measurements such as 
those concerned with ions produced by electron bombard­
ment and therefore represents the prototype of the most 
common present-day commercial analytical instrumentation.
By analogy with optics, the magnetic field is being used 
here as a lens.
From this point onward development of the deflexion- 
type instruments involved variations on a theme already 
established. Thus it was that Bainbridge (9) obviated the 
need for a monoenergetic ion source by employing a Wien 
filter between the ion source and the entry point of the 
ion beam into the magnetic field. This filter consisted of 
crossed co-terminous electric and magnetic fields which to-
gether provided monoenergetic ion "beams to the main magnetic 
analyser. Addition of the Wien velocity filter to the "basic 
Dempster design allowed a greater variety of ions to "be an­
alysed; a not unimportant result from these extended capa­
bilities was the first experimental proof of the Einstein 
mass-energy relationship.
Single Focusing.
Barber (10) and Stephens (11) showed that operation of 
a mass spectroscope with a 180 degree magnetic sector was 
only a special case of focusing action for any wedged-shaped 
magnetic field. Nevertheless, it was not until 1940 that 
the tradition of using 180 degree fields was broken by 
. . 'A. Nier (12,13) who designed a 60 degree angular deflexion 
instrument; since then it has served as a prototype for 
many commercial units. Owing to the great effectiveness 
of a small sector ( smaller than 180 degrees ) the resulting 
instrument can be smaller. Perhaps of the most importance 
is the almost complete freedom of source and detector from 
mass discrimination influence from the field of the magnetic 
analyser. For purposes of electrical detection the fact that 
all masses are brought to focus on the same point is of con­
siderable importance.
Double Focusing
In the early thirties the idea of combining velocity
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and directional focusing appeared. Hence, the double- 
focusing instruments. Such a combination was suggested 
by Bartly and Dempster in 1929 (14); however, their design 
had a limited mass range and no commercial exploitation 
followed.
A certain amount of investigation into the focusing 
properties of magnetic and electric fields ( ion optics ) 
was a necessary prerequisite to practical development 
of the double-focusing instrument-. Those whose investigations 
in the field of ion optics substantially aided this develop­
ment include Hughes and Rojansky (15), Barber (16),'Henne- 
berg (17), Stephens (11), Bruche and Scherzer (18), Smythe (19), 
Herzog (20) and Herzog and Mattauch (21). Especially Herzog 
is important in this list for his studies in the derivation 
of general focusing equations for radial electric and’/or homo­
geneous magnetic fields. These equations have made it readily 
possible to design instrumentation with a minimum of velocity 
focusing and a maximum of directional focusing.
In very close succession double-focusing instruments 
were developed by Dempster (22), Bainbridge and Jordan (23), 
Mattauch and Herzog (24) and Mattauch (25). During ensuing 
years numerous refinements and modifications have been intro­
duced which improved the performance and range of usefulness 
of these instruments.
For purposes of study, double-focusing instrumentation 
may be classified under four headings:
1. Trochoidal Instruments (26)
development of this design arose from the fact that 
360 degree homogeneous fields cannot be used for mass 
analysis; the focal point in this geometry is not mass 
dependent, albeit perfect double-focusing is achieved.
If, however, an electrostatic field is imposed perpen­
dicular to the magnetic field,' the ions are made to 
follow a trochoidal path. This combination of fields 
results in mass dispersion and perfect double-focusing 
in the plane normal to the magnetic field.
2. Dempster and Jordan-Bainbridge Design (23) *
The basic design created by Bainbridge and Jordan 
(based on the original design of Dempster) utilises an 
electrostatic field with focusing properties.^ 
corresponding to those in a semicircular magnetic field 
i.e. image and object images are zero. The mass scale 
in this spectrograph is linear and the lines produced 
by the ions on the photographic detection plate are 
sharply focused over a wide region of mass. It is double- 
focusing for one mass only.
3. Mattauch and Herzog Instruments (24,25)
Owing to its ability to detect all masses simultaneously 
by using photographic plates, this design has proven very 
popular as a commercial instrument. The mass scale in 
this instrument is .quadratic, its focusing properties 
first order for all masses.
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4. Nier-Johnson Design (27)
Peak matching techniques available in commercial 
versions of this instrument enable one to do precise mass 
measurements. A combination of 90 degree electrostatic 
analyser and 60 degree magnetic analyser in tandem results 
in first order angular focusing, second order angular focus­
ing and first order energy focusing. ;
Other Types of Mass Spectrometer
Although the vast majority of mass spectral data use­
ful 'for qualitative and quantitative analyses has been 
obtained on magnetic deflexion instruments, there are 
several distinct types of mass spectrometer which are in 
common use owing to some special characteristic which 
satisfies the need of the ' experiment.
-The magnetic deflexion instruments which have already 
been described are static mass spectrometers; that is, there 
is no time-dependent factor which is fundamental to mass 
analysis. Essentially all other mass spectrometers may be 
classified as dynamic instruments in which a time-dependent 
parameter is essential to analysis of mass. Within this 
classification are four subdivisions which are convenient 
for further classification. These subdivisions are:
1. energy balance 2. time-of-flight 3. path stability 
and 4. characteristic frequency generator spectrometers.
Many of the instruments which Blauth discusses in his 
book on dynamic mass spectrometers (28) have mostly academic
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interest since their use is not widespread and their 
spectra are not usually considered for standard compound 
identification. A brief description of the four major 
classifications of dynamic spectrometers and mention of 
the most widely used representatives of each class will 
suffice.
Some of the requirements of mass spectrometry research 
which could not be satisfactorily met by static instruments 
include very rapid analysis of component variation in fast 
reactions, residual gas analysis, precise determination of 
large masses as well as the additional factor of compactness 
and light weight which makes dynamic units so useful for space 
research studies.
1. energy balance - the mass spectrum is obtained by varying 
mass-dependent resonance conditions; separation of ions is 
based on energy analysis; ion energies are obtained by energy- 
exchange with a radio frequency field.
2. time-of-flight - ions of varying mass are caused to leave 
the source at uniform energy, or momentum, under which con­
dition their traversal of a field free distance effects a 
mass dependent separation based on time of flight or time of 
traversal.
3. path stability - the path of ions is controlled by radio 
frequency fields such that selection is possible, based on 
velocity, phase'or mass. The range of " stability " conditions 
can be made very narrow, thus effecting a filtering acticn-on
the ions. If stability is made contigent upon m/q, mass 
analysis is possible.
4. characteristic frequency generator - oscillation fre­
quencies characteristic of specific ion masses are measured 
and presented as a frequency spectrum.
Probably the most common of these dynamic types is 
■the Time-of-Plight mass spectrometer which was pioneered 
by the Bendix Corporation (2 9 ,3 0 ). It was originally de­
signed for study of fast reactions for which it is well 
adapted owing to the capability of rapid scanning which 
allows 10,000 or more spectra to be generated per second. 
Numerous advances have been made to the basic instrument, most­
ly owing to the efforts of Damoth (3 1 ). Currently the instru­
ment is finding application in the technique of combined 
gas chromatography - mass spectrometry (32 ,33,34) where its 
rapid scanning capability is useful for monitoring the 
continuously changing composition of effluent gas from a 
chromatographic column.
Another important commercial dynamic mass spectrometer 
is based on the quadrupole design (35), which is an example 
of the path stability category. Features which are considered 
favourable in this type of instrument are fast scanning capa­
bility, high transmission rate for the ions and lack of de­
pendence upon energy distribution of the ion beam. A more 
complete descriptive term is quadrupole mass filter.
Other applications of radio-frequency techniques have
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been made for the purpose of mass separation by Bennett (36), 
and Redhead (37). The omegatron(38,39), chronotron ( 40,41) 
and mass synchrometer (42-46) are examples of instrumentation 
in which a combination of radio frequency and magnetic fields 
is utilised for mass separation. -
Ion Sources
Roboz (47) cites six characteristics which are important 
in design of an ion source:
1. energy of the ions it produces
2. sensitivity or per cent of ions produced based on amount 
of neutral material provided.
3. nature of the ionic species produced.
4. background and memory effect.
5. mass discrimination.
6. ion current stability and noise.
The electron bombardment source or electron impact source 
is the most common design. The performance characteristics of this 
source have made it well suited to use with numerous types of 
analysers. A standard setting of 70 eV has been used in gathering 
the majority of recorded spectra. This source is widely used 
in analytical applications owing to the uniformity of the spectra 
which it produces; it is the pattern of the ionization and dis­
sociation by electron bombardment which has been the basis for 
mass spectral identification of organic compounds. That is^
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•the 1 finger print ” pattern thus produced serves to character­
ise spectra based on the functional groups they contain.
Historically, most present day sources ( especially for 
analysis of organic compounds ) of this type are based upon 
the design proposed by Nier (48). Other references to this 
important design are to be found in work of Bleakney (49) and 
Barnard (50).
Within the ion gun of such an electron bombardment 
source there is some degree of velocity focusing, thus 
allowing its use with. instruments v/hich exhibit only di­
rectional focusing properties. Sample handling and operation 
are easy. Depending upon specific application there are 
several other ion production techniques which are rather 
commonly employed in mass spectrometric investigations.
1. thermal ionization source (51) - a highly selective 
source with ionization efficiencies approaching 100$ for 
samples within the appropriate volatility range; sample 
volatility is the limiting factor. It produces a spectrum 
composed almost exclusively of singly charged ions which 
show a very narrow energy spread (0.2eV). Additionally, 
electrical noise is minimal allowing use of electron multi­
pliers. The chief application is to the analysis of the 
elements and as such the technique has low applicability to 
organic mass spectrometry.
2. vacuum breakdown (spark source) (52,53) whereby a 
potential is built up between a pair of electrodes of—
11
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the material to he analysed; its principal merits are high 
sensitivity and applicability to all elements. Formation of 
multicharged species is a disadvantage for most applications.
3. ion bombardment source (54,55) - if ik® surface of a solid 
sample is bombarded with positive ions, sputtering or vapor­
isation of the surface occurs, producing positive and nega­
tive ions diagnostic of the sample. Utility of the technique
' t
is subject to doubt for analytical applications but it is use­
ful for the study of molecular energy states.
4. field ionizatiop (56.,5Z) - in this technique ions are for­
med as the result of an intense electrostatic field set up at 
the end of a fine metal tip. Energy spread of the ions thus 
formed is narrow. Thus, single focusing analysis is satisfactory. 
The principal analytical feature is the fact that essentially 
only parent ions are formed. Recent developments suggest highly 
useful applications to organic structure determination. Commercial 
sources are now available, a fact suggesting even more extensive 
application to organic chemistry.
5. photoionization (58.-61) - this process provides for ioniza­
tion to be achieved by electromagnetic radiation of short wave- 
JLength, thereby allowing more efficient extraction of ions from 
the ion source. In addition, investigation of the fine structure 
of ionic species is possible. The principal objection to this 
method, namely, lack of sufficiently monochromatic radiation 
throughout a range of energies has been somewhat overcome owing 
to introduction of the laser as an ionization device.
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6. ion-molecule reactions and chemical ionization. (62,63)
The former, exemplified hy the equation X++ YH = XH++ Y, 
which represents an abstraction of H, is the only significant 
ion-molecule reaction in ordinary mass spectrometry. By its 
use, mechanisms of higher order have been studied, also the 
nature of reaction intermediates and a wide range of simple 
organic molecules, including reactions which produce substan­
tial amounts of negative ions. Study has been motivated by 
requirements in many fields including physics of the iono­
sphere and radiation-induced chemistry. Insomuch as peak in­
tensities resulting from ion-molecule reactions are proportional 
to sample pressure it is easy to detect ions formed in this 
manner by observing if their intensity varies with sample con­
centration (pressure). A very special case of the ion-molecule 
reaction which is rapidly developing importance in mass spectro- 
metric research is chemical ionization (64). In this technique, 
reactant ions are produced in the source ( to date, methane is 
the most common origin of the reactant ions ) from a pure 
material which is introduced for that purpose; these ions react 
with molecules of the substance the spectrum of which one 
chooses to obtain. There are differences between chemical 
ionization spectra and those obtained from electron bombard­
ment and field ionization. As such, these spectra are an aid 
to molecular structure determinations and compound type analysis 
of organic mixtures.
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Analysis by Mass Spectrometry
The widespread application of mass spectrometry today 
is a direct result of development work that provided highly 
reliable instruments capable of careful control of analysis 
parameters. In turn, the development itself was due in great 
pstrt to the acceleration of electronics research concurrent 
with World War II. Initial applications were in the petroleum 
industry where much of the early work was carried out.
There are several assumptions upon which the use of a 
mass spectrometer for analytical purposes is founded:
1. each component of a mixture acts as if it were alone; i.e. 
ion intensities are linearly additive.
2. each pure component has a unique spectrum
3. ion beam intensities for individual components are pro­
portional to partial pressures (concentrations) of the com­
ponents.
4. mass spectral cracking patterns are reproducible under con­
stantly maintained experimental conditions.
At first, sample inlet systems were available for hand­
ling only gaseous material. Subsequently the development of 
heated inlet systems (65,66) allowed the range of compounds 
which could be analysed to be extended, although it is ob­
viously possible to encounter thermal decomposition among 
unstable (heat labile) compounds. The use of a sintered glass 
disc covered with gallium (65,66), which is a liquid over a 
range of 30-1983 degrees C, was a standard heated in-l-et design
14
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for readily volatilised liquids during a long period of 
popularity.
The development and improvement of air locks (67,68), 
whereby the ion source may be isolated from the atmosphere 
by a suitable arrangement of valves, have jnade possible the 
direct insertion of a sample of low volatility. The availability 
  of these solid inlet systems on a commercial basis has stimula­
ted a vast area of investigation in the field of organic mass 
spectrometry.
• Although some elaborate methods have been developed for 
analysis of complex mixtures, methods involving solution of 
simultaneous equations and matrix algebra methods (69 ,70 ), the 
analysis of multi-component mixtures is still not an easy task. 
More recently there have been some elegant methods and tech­
niques applied to mixture analysis (7L ) -. Of these methods, 
probably the most important is common availability of facilities 
for computer processing of data.
The most significant milestone in mixture analysis has 
been the in. line combination of gas chromatography and mass 
spectrometry which has had an enormous success in the analysis 
of multicomponent mixtures contained in small samples.
Coupling the two techniques involves a combination of prin­
ciples of operation which are mutually contradictory. The gas 
chromatograph must be operated at high pressures relative to 
the vacuum required in the source of the mass spectrometer. 
Initially, sample splitting devices were used to void to~atmos-
15
phere all but a tiny amount of sample, thereby maintaining 
ion source pressure low enough for operation. More sophisti­
cated devices in the form of molecular separators were devel­
oped by such people as Ryhage (72), Watson and Biemann (73), 
and Lipsky (74)- They preferentially diffuse or otherwise ex­
clude the carrier gas molecules (low molecular weight) thereby 
effecting a many-fold enrichment of the sample molecules.
It is well known that the technique of gas chromatography can 
separate ( assuming proper selection of parameters ) complex 
mixtures, providing in the ideal case, mono-component elution 
from the chromatographic column. As each component is eluted 
it passes through a molecular separator of some type whereby 
the contaminating carrier gas is removed. The major considera­
tion of a mass spectrometer for operation with a gas chromato­
graph is a rapid scanning capability owing to multiplicity 
and rapidity of peak elution as we11 as for scanning during 
elution of a "single 1 peak to determine its purity.
Theory
Interpretation of mass spectra per se has been principally 
based upon correlation studies whereby the nature of a compound 
is deduced from similarities of its spectrum with spectra of 
known compounds. As such, mass spectrometry has been eminently 
useful for a wide variety of applications. These correlations 
are based upon the assumption that a given molecule will frag­
ment under controlled conditions in a reproducible manner. A 
deficiency in any integrated study of mass spectra is the lack
16
of a completely successful theory to describe the phenomena 
that are observed.
Historically, two theoretical approaches have been 
presented: both have their own validity and usefulness, 
neither is entirely satisfactory. The first of these is the 
quasi-equilibrium theory developed by Rosenstock et al. (80,81). 
The basic assumptions of this theory are:
1. the initial ionization process involves vertical 
Franck-Condon transitions within the parent molecule-ion; 
the latter is generally in an electronically excited state.
2. most parent molecule-ions will have low symmetry, 
an odd electron and a multiplicity of low-lying states, the 
energies of which constitute a continuum.
3. a time delay occurs before dissociation of the 
parent molecule-ion during which most excess electronic 
energy becomes randomly distributed as vibrational energy 
over the entire molecule.
4. rates of dissociation are related to the probabili­
ties of random energy distribution.
5. rearrangements of the parent molecule-ion and of 
the fragment ions therefrom occur in a manner similar to 
that described in 4. i.e. random distribution.
6. decomposition of the parent molecule-ion is based 
on the initial energy of the ion.
Criticisms of this theory have been based on a) lack of
17
its applicability to large molecules b) discontinuities in 
its quantitative aspects and c) failure to describe the 
system accurately in the vicinity of the ionization threshold.
The second theoretical approach for which McLafferty (77) 
is chiefly responsible utilizes physical-organic theory and 
therein assumes analogies with organic solution chemistry; 
it is basically an empirical interpretation. The specific 
proposal is that "the unimolecular degradation reactions 
of the energetic ions demonstrated in the mass spectrum are 
similar to, and controlled through much the same energy 
effect as ordinary chemical reactions (78)." The means of 
explanation invoked are the same as those used by organic 
chemists to explain and predict chemical reactivities.
Among these are inductive and steric effects, resonance and 
ion stability.(79). There have been several strong advocates 
of this general approach, most notable of whom are Djerassi 
et al. (80) and Biemann (81).
The school of Djerassi has been the chief proponent of 
charge localization as an explanation or "rationalization" 
of many fragmentation patterns. It would seem that such use 
of charge localization as well as the assumption implicit 
in the McLafferty school that the shape of the parent ion 
as a precursor to fragmentation of the parent molecule-ion 
is the same as that of the original molecule are both suspect (82)• 
However, both approaches have had high levels of success and
18
certainly have not been rigorously challenged to date.
The oldest technique in use for study of mass spectro- 
metric reaction mechanisms is that of isotope labelling which 
allows identification of specific ions, whereby a proposed 
mechanism may be supported or .discounted. Isotopic effects 
manifest themselves most markedly in the cases of carbon, 
silicon, sulphur, chlorine and bromine; the most commonly
p  "1 1 I C  T •J
used isotopeb are H, C, N and 0. Certain problems
such as specific but incomplete or non-specific deuteration
2
make interpretation of H substituted compounds subject to 
great care.
Types of Ion
The ions which may be formed in the source of a mass 
spectrometer are qualitatively assigned to the following 
categories:




5. ions produced by intermolecular or ion-molecule reactions
6. multiply-charged ions
7. ions formed with excess kinetic energy
8. negative ions
Although all types of ions would be taken into consider­
ation in a rigorous study of a mass spectrum, it is the 
first four categories which find most active use in conven-
19
tional correlation studies. Two categories of these, meta­
stable and negative ions, deserve additional comments based 
upon the prominence of research pertaining to them. Study 
of the former has been accepted practice for some time. In 
support of arguments favouring controversial fragmentation 
explanations, renewed interest has been generated in meta­
stable ion study. Jennings (83) bas shown that it is pos­
sible to obtain a pure spectrum free from other ions in the 
normal spectrum. The expansion of double-focusing mass spectro 
metry as an analytical tool has provided further incentive 
for understanding these ions, owing to the possibility of 
observing meta-stable ions in three distinct regions of the 
instrument:
a) between the source exit plate and the electrostatic 
sector (a field-free region)
b) between the monitor and the start of the magnetic 
sector
c) in the region below the midpoint of the magnet to­
ward the collector
Because of the delayed dissociation characteristic of 
a meta-stable ion (i.e., it dissociates outside the ion source) 
there is some doubt that they should be necessarily related 
to the normal fragmentation which occurs in the source. 
Nevertheless, meta-stable ion investigations have been 
enormously helpful in organic chemistry studies, as exem­
plified especially by Beynon et al. (841.
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Although negative ions are generally agreed, based 
on investigation in the discipline of organic chemistry, 
to have no wide range applications, their study does promise 
much in explanation of ionization phenomena which occur in 
the source of the mass spectrometer. Extended interest, in 
negative ions has been of recent vintage; reports have 
however appeared embracing topics of negative ion research 
such as ion-molecule reactions, double-charged ions, kinetic 
energy distributions and electron affinity studies. There 
is application of negative ions to organic chemistry in the 
study of hydroxylated steroids and alkaloids as well as 
polyfluorinated and other halogenated compounds which unlike 
their positive ion spectra display a molecular ion when studied 
via negative ions. In 1970 a book appeared which was devoted 
entirely to the subject of negative ions (85).
Data Processing
Manual processing of mass spectra, from whatever origin, 
is a long and detailed task. As interest in mass spectrometry 
spreads and increasing numbers of spectra become available, 
the need for high-speed automatic processing of these data 
becomes very desirable; in many cases, essential. The 
mass spectral information explosion in recent years has 
produced spectra of so many different compounds that m/q 
versus intensity values as a means of recording data have 
become unwieldy and impractical. The introduction of rapid
21
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scanning capability for most types of instrument makes it 
possible to amass thousands of spectra in a few minutes 
or in some cases in a few seconds.
One can now send the mass spectral data signal directly 
to a computer for on-line processing. This on-line capability 
leads to the generation of dramatically increasing amounts 
of raw data which must be reduced and compared with tabulated 
spectra of known compounds for purpose of identification.
There is a serious problem in determining which method of 
known data storage is most useful in terms of the ease 
with which comparison can be made with similar data for an 
unknown compound. Maximum benefit would accrue from a system 
which would be universally acceptable to all workers in the 
field. Great potential exists for data banks and spectral 
searching techniques using modern electronic equipment; 
however, these techniques will remain only partially success­
ful as long as the standardization of mass spectral data 
is not achieved on a universal basis. Good examples of the 
effectiveness of high speed data processing can be found 
in a tabulating system for the high resolution of organic 
compounds and fast-scanning high resolutions studies (8'6,87) • 
The main substance of this work deals with a mathematical 
approach to the processing of mass spectral data which was 
realised for the purpose of providing better use of data 
files through simplification of spectral representation 
in the file itself.
Analysis of Structure
The proliferation of mass spectrometric investigations 
has produced a massive ■ amount of data, the classification 
of which has been recognized as an important prerequisite 
to its effective utilization. Techniques for storage of these 
data have proceded from simple tabular listings of m/q 
versus intensity to more sophisticated storage media such as 
magnetic tape and other common peripheral computer storage 
devices i.e. discs or drums. However, storage on these 
latter devices has been essentially in the same format as 
that utilized for tabular representation on punch cards or 
other hard-copy media. A perusal of the recent literature 
will suggest that a wide range of approaches have been tried 
for purposes of establishing a practical method of storage 
and search of such data files (88» 89» 90» 91» 92* 93 and 94)-
The traditional method has been that of acquiring a large 
amount of data in numeric form(tables of m/q versus intensities). 
It was rationalized that if cracking or fragmentation patterns 
were obtained for a sufficient number of known compounds 
it would follow that any unknown could be identified.
Although this approach works reasonably well and there have 
been numerous tabulations of this type of data, two serious 
defects mitigate against its adoption as a universal system 
of identification.
These are:
1) lack of reproducibility in the spectrum of the same
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compound m m  on the same instrument and
2) different characteristics of spectra from instruments 
of different design. In neither case has there been enough 
investigation done to determine firmly how important these 
differences actually are. When one proceeds to the actual 
task of matching spectra, there are two queries to be made:
a) how precisely does one go about matching spectra
and
b) what criteria should be established to define a 
good match.
The answer to the first question has been selection of 
varying numbers of peaks from the spectra of the known and 
unknown compounds which are subsequently compared mass by 
mass. Investigations by Kelley, Ridley et al. ('95 ) have 
been carried out in this area.
However, the question of what constututes a good match 
is much more difficult to define in a qualitative and quan­
titative way. It has been the assumption of the author that 
one should start at the beginning, unhampered by prior 
assumptions and attempt to develop a statistical basis for 
spectral matching which would answer this question. Along 
the lines already suggested in this section (i.e. mathematical 
approach) the investigations which are subsequently presented 
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Mathematics is a science in which we never know what 
we are talking about nor whether what we say is true.
Bertrand Russell
PROBABILITY AND THE GENERAL TREATMENT OP SET THEORY
Modern mathematical analyses have been applied to 
the interpretation of some very important problems in com­
munication theory. As such the broad classification into which 
these studies might be placed is that of cybernetics.
Louis de Broglie (l) defined cybernetics as the science 
"of trigger effects," that is, of small scale actions in­
volving negligible quantitie's of energies but unleashing 
appreciably larger phenomena.
It is not necessarily planned to equate the analysis 
of mass spectra with an exercise in cybernetics. However, 
de Broglie’s definition readily lends itself to the approach 
to analysis which has been adapted for this presentation,
i.e., creation of single-valued diagnostic functions which 
are capable of representing a large amount of data within 
their outward simplicity.
One of the principal branches of, cybernetics can thus 
be considered that of information and communication. In 
turn, information theory itself may be defined as a branch 
of probability theory, concerned with the likelihood of the 
transmission of messages within a specified range of accuracy, 
considering the fact that the transmission is subject to 
various types of transmission and reception failure.
The basic problem in information theory is that of 
finding methods of coding information which make for the
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most efficient use of a channel. Great sophistication has 
been achieved within the confines of artificial intelligence (2) 
which is the study of learning machines. The major feature 
of such a machine (usually a computer used in special mode) 
is its ability to improve performance based on its own 
experience in solving a class of problems. It is concerned 
thus with inductive ability and the evaluation of prior 
results.
Technically, the ergod-ic theorem of information 
theory is obtained from two' of the most v/ell known theorems 
in probability, i.e.., the individual ergodic theorem and 
the martingale convergence theorem. The process x (t), 
which represents a stochastic process is called a mar­
tingale if the expectation is finite for all t. That is,
the expected value of what is to take place next 
is the value of what has just occurred
The cornerstone of information theory is the concept 
of redundancy, wherein a measure of the information content 
is expressed as entropy. For purposes of quantifying this 
sometimes elusive principal, the relative entropy is ex­
pressed as a ratio of what the value is to what it may be
*A random process generating x(t) is ergodic if and only 
if the probability associated with every stationary suben­
semble is either 0 or 1. Here lies the basis for a bi­
nary coding classification which has special importance 
in reference to computer processing of data.
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at a maximum value. In this case 1-relative entropy = 
redundancy.
The ultimate classification has been achieved by Louis 
Fein (3) who objects seriously to use of the term artificial 
intelligence on the grounds that there is no comparable term 
for this field when applied to animate processors (the field 
which corresponds to natural intelligence has been dubbed, 
of course, psychology). By analogy with biota and biology 
he proposes noeta and noology as more appropriate terms for 
description of cognitive functions of inanimate structures 
such as computer, i.e., computer noology is that branch 
of noology which deals with inanimate intelligence functions.
For purposes of codifying mass spectra in a manner 
which renders them easier to interpret, especially when 
used with small-medium sized laboratory systems, two con­
cepts, namely the Khinchin entropy function and divergence 
have been developed both of which treat of probabilities.
Basic to both classifications is the concept of set. There 
thus follows a brief non-rigorous presentation of probability 
and its relation to the above functions.
The application of probability in the classical sense 
involves a frequency of "events" per se. with no consideration 
being assigned to existing conditions which may influence 
the way in which the events take place.
In approaching probability as utilized in these pages,
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a consideration of types of probability will be worthwhile 
owing to the multiplicity of terms which are commonly used
when the subject is under discussion.
Physical probability is synonomous with material probab­
ility and intrinsic probability in which propensity for an 
event to occur is equated with chance. There is no "a • 
priori" consideration about the nature of the system being 
studied and/or its influence on the probability values.
Logical probability treats of a credible event or 
occurence, i.e., the likelihood of the event taking place 
is strengthened by the fact that the event is a logical or 
credible one.
A. purely mathematical probability (tautological) is 
generally specified by definition for the circumstances 
or "model" with which it deals.
It is when an attempt is made to define the somewhat
more difficult concept of personal or psychological probab­
ility that semantic difficulty may be encountered. This 
latter classification is subjective rather than objective, 
intuitive rather than deductive in the formal logical sense.
Application of personal probability is made in a formal 
manner in the discipline currently referred to as Bayesian (4) 
statistics. In shorthand notation, a joint probability, 
connected with the intersection of two events is written 
P(AaB) or P(AB) = P(A>P(B). Conditional probability is the
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probability which is associated v/ith the occurrence of a 
•particular event, given the fact that another event has 
already occurred. This notation appears as follows:
P(A.lB) =
In the special case where the occurrence of B precludes 
the occurrence of A, P(Al3) =0. If A and B are independent, 
the occurrence of B has no effect on the likelihood of A 
occurring:
P(AlB) = P(A)
Y/hen the two events, A and B; are dependent, joint 
probability is expressed by the formula:
P(AB) = P(A)*P(BfA). • 
or
P(AB) = P(B)* P(AlB)
Bayes1 theorem expresses the general condition for
A^ , A£.....An being mutually exclusive and exhaustive.
This formula is also called the probability of causes, a 
verbal statement of this theorem follows:
P(HypothesiS| Datum) =
The theory of probability deals with certain objects 
which possess a mathematical structure. Insomuch as the 
approach to analysis of mass spectral data which has been 
utilized for this study deals with set theory, it is con­
sidered feasible to provide a non-rigorous development of 
probability from set .theory.
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The concept of a set is frequently referred to as one 
of the most basic in all mathematics. This concept, namely 
a well-defined collection of objects, is widely applicable 
owing to the high prevalence of such collections of objects 
in the real world. Contrary to certain popular thought, 
mathematics is not solely concerned with numbers, thus, 
it is that non-numeric objects (such as sets) can be manip­
ulated by specific rules which " in toto '* form an algebra 
of sets that in turn leads to the subject of logic. The 
latter gives rise to one way of formulating certain concepts 
of probability. Thus, it is possible to define relations 
and functions in terms of sets, use of both of which is 
quite essential for the translation into mathematics of 
real problems.
The specific branch of probability with which one is 
concerned is information theory. Both the Khinchin entropy 
function and the divergence calculation, which have already 
been mentioned, convey a certain amount of information about 
the mass spectrum which they represent. Both are treated in 
later sections wherein examples of the information distribu­
tion are given.
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Notes on Set Theory.
The basic principles of set theory are few in number.
A statement of these principles is necessary as use has been 
made of them in the discussions on mass spectral interpre­
tation.
A set or class may be defined as a collection of ob­
jects called the elements of. the - set. Specifying the elements 
in a set defines that set. Set' theory is the study of the 
relations of sets to one another and to their subsets; 
the application of set theory provides a means of defining 
classes of objects in a very precise manner and of estab­
lishing those relationships which exist between various 
groups of objects, i.e., the ions of a mass spectrum.
All sets, regardless of what other elements they may 
contain, have as a member the null or empty set which is 
designated by the symbol 0; this is quite different from 
the set which contains zero as an element.
Two sets are equal when they contain exactly the same 
elements or members; the order in which the elements are 
arranged in the two sets undergoing comparison is not im­
portant. Subset may be formally defined as any set which 
is contained in a given set. Any set may be a subset of 
itself; however, the special case of proper subset is de­
fined as a subset which contains fewer members than the 
parent set. The number^ of possible subsets in a set is
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given by 2n, where n is equal to the number of elements 
in the parent set.
The universal set (the set containing all possible 
subsets or elements in a given category) is different for 
each specific set of conditions which we describe.
The complement of a given set Z, designated as Z*, 
contains all those elements in- the universal set of which 
Z is a member which are indeed not members of the set Z 
itself. The complement of the universal set U is seen to 
be the null set 0 and is designated as U1. Any two sets 
tinder consideration are said to be disjoint if they do not 
have any elements in common.
Two further categories of sets may be defined in the 
following simple terminology:
1) equivalent sets - sets which contain the same number
of elements although not necessarily the same ones.
2) ordered set - a set in which the elements thereof
are arranged in a serial relationship based on
some pre-defiried rule.
These latter two categories are particularly suitable 
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Whatever the instrument, or the compound being 
studied, a basic knowledge of all parameters 
influencing the mass spectrum is important to 
successful interpretation of the information 
(that) mass spectrometry provides.
F. W. Karasek
\
The Approach to Data Processing
The analysis of mass spectral data has never been an easy 
task, even with the advent of sophisticated data reduction and 
analysis techniques. Much of the difficulty in obtaining new 
insights lies in a reluctance to look at spectral information 
other than the traditional ones of mass and intensity. Certain 
diagnostic features of a mass spectrum such as doubly-charged 
ions, metastable transitions and isotope ratios provide means 
of distinguishing one spectrum from another. High resolution 
provides the determination of exact masses which can in turn 
lead to absolute identification of a compound.
In every instance, it is necessary to compare the analytical . 
data for an unknown material with a catalogue of standard refer­
ence values; a satisfactory match of data leads to identification, 
either tentative or positive.
Particularly with development of computer technology for 
commonplace use in the research laboratory, the potential 
for automated data processing has been increased many-fold and 
the capability now exists for looking at these data with an eye
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on the elucidation of relationships which may he too complex 
or obtuse to be readily deduced without extensive data reduction 
and processing capability.
The problem of looking at these data may be arbitrarily 
assigned two subdivisions:
a) relationships concerning data in a spectrum per se
b) comparison for identification purposes with a file 
of known data
Techniques exist for searching mass spectral files 
whereby all peaks in the known spectrum are compared for 
nearness of fit, utilising the individual.peak intensities.
In a typical case, tolerances are assigned for the "fit*' 
criterion and from the catalogue of known components, the 
computer is made to select all those compounds which satisfy 
this criterion. A suitable analogy is the .superposition 
of two nearly-identical planar figures; a percentage of 
non-congruence is allowed in the computer programme, thus 
resulting in rejection of all figures which do not coincide 
with the model figure within these tolerance levels.
The selection of a probability model for the experiment 
must consider two factors:
1) choice of a set to represent the possible outcomes
2) allocating probabilities to these possible outcomes
If conditions are held constant in the mass spectrometer 
there is probability for each pattern of ions (the mass spectrum) 
produced that the ions under consideration came from a specific 
arrangement of atoms in the sample molecule. In the practical
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approach to the problem one searches for a probability model 
(mathematically defined) which most accurately approximates the 
real system.
For defining such a model, one needs to develop an 
expression. To formulate this expression, one must measure 
something. The availability of large amounts of tabulated 
mass spectral data in various formats has provided a good start­
ing point to check out various theories of probability for large 
amounts of data.
Specifically, one must consider the choice of a probability 
model which will effect this superimposition in a mathematical 
way that is amenable to programming on a mini computer system.
Once a sample has been introduced into a mass spectrometer, 
a sequence of steps follows which involves:
1. measurement of the spectra (1 or more)
2. processing of the data in some meaningful way
3. interpretation of these data with the idea of making an 
identification of the sample.
In this three step summary of what happens, a great deal is 
assumed. Possibly the most important assumption is that the spectra 
which are recorded represent those of pure compounds.
There has already been extensive development of techniques 
which in one or more ways aid the recording and interpretation 
of mass spectra.
Combined gas chromatography/mass spectrometry has proven 
a very powerful technique for analysis of mixtures of compounds
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which are readily volatilised. Owing to its applicability to 
a wide range of problems, this technique has been highly 
developed through commercial exploitation. Of course purifica­
tion of mixtures is the most significant contribution made by 
the gas chromatograph. •r :
Specially designed inlet systems currently make possible 
the recording of spectra of compounds of widely varying vapour 
pressure by means of ion source temperatures covering a range 
from -100°to +500°C.
In quite another area, at least for data processing, high 
resolution mass spectrometry allows determination of the empiri­
cal formulae of molecules and their fragments by means of precise 
mass determination.
Sophisticated computer applications have been made in high 
resolution mass spectrometry. Most of the successful work (for 
example, production of element maps) would be hopelessly time 
consuming without computer assistence.
There are many less genuine requirements for high resolution 
spectra than for the standard low resolution spectra which have 
been traditionally the basis of mass spectral data libraries, 
representing all the fragments given by a compound under electron 
bombardment.
Because of such an expansion in capability of mass spectrom­
etry, much interest has been shown lately In methods of data 
handling, both with regard to construction of a data file and to 
development of search algorithms for identification of a compound
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within a file.( l-lf>)
A logical and ultimate outcome of detailed investigations 
in these areas will be the establishment of computer routines 
which allow "ab initio” identification (3,4) of a compound 
on the basis of its mass spectrum alone i.e. without the restric­
tion that the compound be in the data file. However, this area 
is too ill-defined at the present to merit discussion.
In the general case, data manipulation in an analytical 
mass spectrometry laboratory has been traditionally a matter of 
careful consideration; advent of the computer for use on a rou­
tine basis in processing these data has allowed great increase 
in the output of such laboratories.
However, the general problem of data reduction and 
processing continues to persist in the area of mass spectrom­
etry. To date, ,there have been no clear-cut indications that 
any particular method of cfefca—handling is superior. Especially 
intractable is the problem of searching a data file or a data 
bank of mass spectra for the purpose of comparing these data 
with an unknown spectrum. What work has been reported in general 
utilised iterative processes which require the use of large com­
puter systems in order to effect the calculations in a practically 
finite period of time. There is no doubt that large scale 
processing, such as pattern classifier and artificial intelligence 
calculations, should continue, owing to the high likelihood that 
worthwhile relationships will emerge that could never be visualised 
from traditional data processing techniques.
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Also required is some attention to the simpler techniques 
which demand less powerful computing capability. In terms of 
rendering a practical service to present day mass spectrometry, 
three approaches to the classification of mass spectral data 
which have both a theoretical and practical interest have been 
investigated as an outcome of the earlier work of Reed (16,17) 
and Reed and Robertson (i8)«
1) the Khinchin entropy function
2) the divergence function
3) octal coding
Application of rudimentary set theory was originally made 
by R.I. Reed for the purpose of giving clues to the solution 
of the mass spectral data processing problem within the confines 
of calculations which could be performed on a small laboratory 
computer system. For this purpose, analogies have been taken 
from the field of information theory, which theory may be con­
sidered as a branch of probability theory that is concerned 
with the likelihood of transmission of messages ?/hen the infor­
mation comprising the messages are subject to varying probabili­
ties of transmission failure. In mass spectrometry, the analogy 
is that of the absolute qualitative and quantitative relation­
ship among ions formed in the ion source being distorted by 
the analyser and detector stages of mass spectrometer operation.
In a more advanced treatment it is reasonable to assume 
that the source of the spectra under consideration would become 
less important, especially the relative intensities of the diag­
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nostic ions. Optimum use of a data bank would arise from a diag­
nostic system wherein simply the presence or absence of a peak 
in the spectrum would serve, in combination with presence or 
absence of other possible peaks in a spectrum, to define uniquely 
the compound being analysed. More will be said of this approach 
under the title of octal coding.
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Mathematicians have never been in complete 
agreement on their science, though it is 
said to be the science of self-evident 
verities - absolute, indisputable and - 
definitive. They have always been in 
controversy over the developing aspects 
of mathematics, and they have always 




Prior to a specific treatment of the three major diag­
nostic functions with which the author has experimented for 
facilitating mass spectral file coding and search, a prelim- ~~ 
inary treatment of the antecedent investigations of R.I. Reed 
should be cited. (1,2)
There has already been a firm basis established in the 
use of mathematical analysis in the fields of communication 
theory and data reduction. A considerable amount of expertise 
has been developed in application of this kind of information 
to practical problems of transmission and receipt of "messages''. 
R. I. Reed has been concerned with the possibility of develop­
ing straightforward methods of manipulating mass spectral data. 
The most extensive of these investigations, based on elementary 
set theory, has been referred to as naive analysis. .(1,2)
In this application, "naive" is taken to mean "non-rigorous" 
in the mathematical sense.
The problem of identification of an unknown by comparison 
with a data bank of known spectra has received considerable 
attention. The specific technique employed for the retrieval 
generally depends on whether one is working with high or low 
resolution data. A promising beginning has been made with respect 
to low resolution spectra ( 3 ) ;the situation with high resolu­
tion is considerably more difficult to define and will not be 
considered in this presentation. Most recently, the principle 
of artificial intelligence ( 4 ) has been applied to these low 
resolution analyses. In the latter, the computer is provided
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with a programme which allows it to estimate the agreement 
of the unknown spectrum when it is -compared against a so-called 
training set of spectra; in essence the computer is thus able 
to decide to which classification the unknown belongs. Inherent 
herein is the concept of set; that is, the concept of belonging.
Insomuch as modern mathematical techniques are highly depen­
dent upon the use of computers for the purpose of reducing and 
processing gross quantities of otherwise unwieldy data, it has 
been considered desirable to develop methods of mass spectral 
analysis and/or codification which would incorporate the binary 
principle. Appropriate use of set theory allows this to be re­
alised. It has already been shown that a simple basis for prob­
ability may be derived from set theory and as such give founda­
tion to entropy,divergence and octal codification concepts as 
-presented subsequently.
In its simplest form, naive analysis allows one to con­
sider the ions produced in a mass spectrometer as subsets or 
( in the case of an individual ion ) as a member of the univer­
sal set of all possible ions which may arise from the fragmen­
tation of an organic molecule. With this basic premise, naive 
theory has been used successively to examine alkanes, alkenes 
and cycloalkanes. As the work has progressed it has been found 
that the simple criterion which was assumed for alkanes does 
not completely satisfy the latter two classifications for 
hydrocarbons. The problem of criteria upon which to base a mass 
spectral analysis has not been solved with complete satisfaction.
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Since one can freely define what constitutes the member­
ship of a set, the potential inherent in the use of naive set 
analysis is great. In the simplest situation- which can be imagin­
ed, one could select a subset from the universal set which would 
embody all the ions necessary to provide a unique diagnostic for 
a given class of compound, i,e., set A is composed of all the 
ions which are required to identify unambiguously the class, 
hydrocarbons. The set A will likewise be subject to subdivision 
into further subsets, which represent, in the case.of the above 
example such classifications as alkanes, alkenes, alkynes and 
cycloalkanes and cycloalkenes. It is further possible to indicate 
points of branching within the'molecule by set manipulation. ( 1 )
In retrospective consideration of the effectiveness of the 
Khinchin entropy function, the divergence calculation and octal 
coding in simplifying the identification of mass spectra of di­
verse types of compounds, especially with regard to the extreme 
simplicity of their calculation, the approach as presented in the 
formal treatment for hydrocarbons (see Appendix A ) becomes cum­
bersome. Although well grounded in mathematics, the practical 
applications of this latter approach vis-a-vis computer pro­
cessing of data, seems to be limited.
Reference to the reprint in Appendix A will show that the 
initial concept of naive analysis (through means of probability 
and set theory) is more theoretical in attitude than the practi­
cal utility of the techniques suggests is advisable for immediate 
application to in-house production problems.
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The current method of mass spectrum interpretation is semi- 
intuitive and as such tends to be time-consuming as well as un­
certain in results. Especially in consideration of developing 
new methods which rely heavily upon the use of computers, a 
systematic approach is desirable. It was with such an idea in ' 
mind that the functions presented in this section were developed.
It seems reasonable to say that the average man who Is con­
fronted with a massive data reduction task in the field of mass 
spectrometry has less use for'philosophy than for results from 
his researches.
It is recognised that only a small portion of mass spectral 
information, most particularly in the case of a high resolution 
spectrum, is utilised effectively, in great part because of the 
time-consuming nature of data acquisition and reduction, Wide­
spread availability of high-speed computer systems for processing 
analytical data such as those from mass spectrometers has encour­
aged development of novel and basic ways of manipulating them so 













The first of these three approaches which concern them­
selves with probabilities is the so-called Khinchin entropy 
function.
Let us consider an event the probability of which, based 
upon information available, is designated as p. The desired 
goal is the application of a basic numerical definition which 
represents the amount of information that it conveys about 
the event of interest. Good ( 5 ), in his treatise makes two 
demands on such a definition:
1) it should be a decreasing function of p and
2) the amount of information provided by two or more 
independent events should be the sum of their se­
parate amounts. The events are the individual ions 
produced in the mass spectrometer.
These conditions are satisfied by functions of the type, 
-log p or -In p. From the standpoint of information theory, 
the expression in figure 1 is defined ,as the entropy of the 
experiment; that is, the probability that the information 
transmitted by the sender is received by the receiver.
In slightly different terms, it is possible to consider en­
tropy as a representation of likelihood that a "message"
will be transmitted, within certain specified ranges of 
accuracy, when the information is subject to certain proba­
bilities of failure in transmission, owing to such factors as 
distortion and contamination with noise, either random or
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periodic. This function-^is the Khinchin entropy function (6) 
just mentioned and named after the Russian mathematician of 
the same name. The equation defining the function appears in 
the work of C.E. Shannon on communication theory (7 )5*i*is 
the index of message units or number of ions in the spectrum 
under consideration. The p^ values represent a ratio A/B where 
A is the individual intensity of a single ion and B is the sum 
of all ion intensities for a given compound.
Entropy of the experiment, as defined by Shannon ( 7 ) is 
without dimension and may be considered as analogous with 
entropy as it is customarily defined in statistical mechanics. 
More specifically it is the statistical mechanical equivalent 
of ordinary entropy divided by the Boltzman constant. Thus is 
being expressed a set of relative weight factors supporting the 
probability of the occurence of a specific collection of events.
Within the framework of consideration for this discussion 
the events are the ions appearing in a given mass spectrum. For 
these calculations the probabilities represent the ratios of in­
dividual ion currents to total ion currents. This is generally 
equivalent to relative intensity of each ion divided by the total 
ion current as a sum of individual ion intensities.
In this equation, as mentioned above, * i* is thel index of 
units corresponding to the individual ions and 'p’is the individ­
ual probability for each ion in the spectrum. If only one event 
has a probability of unity and all others are zero, the value 
of the entire function is zero; if all probabilities are equal,
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Relative
Intensities A/B=Pi In p. piln P±
38 .1180 -2.1369 -.25215
100 .3106 -1.1694 -.36316
89 .27639 -1.2859 -.35541
68 .21111 -1.5550 -.32827
23 .07142 -2.6390 -.18847
• 4 .01242 -4.3882 -.05450
322 ~ B -1.54196
A * individual relative intensities for each ion 
B as' total of relative intensities for all ions 
-7^- total of individual Khinchin functions
Khinchin function = -1.54196 (In) or -0.66976 (log) 
0.43429 x In = loSi0
' Subsequent tables of Khinchin functions are in base-^ Q 
Ratios among values are independent of base, however.
f
Table 2
Detailed Calculation of Khinchin Function 
for 1-hexene
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the function will have a maximum value. There lies in the con­
tinuum between zero and maximum value, a collection of values 
which has been shown to have certain diagnostic nature for a 
variety of organic compounds, most especially alkanes, alkenes 
and alkynes
A detailed example of a calculation is given in table 2, 
indicating how the individual probabilities vary from ion to 
ion. Probability of Khinchin function for the molecule as a 
whole is the sum of the individual values. This function, 
represented by the sum for all the ions, reflects a net prob­
ability for a particular collection of ion-current values to 
occur. In the case of figure 2 the sum is -1.54196. This sum for 
all the ions of a spectrum will be henceforth designated as K.
In this regard, K values are diagnostic for specific ranges 
of probability which correlate with group classification of 
compounds. For these calculations, individual probabilities 
represent the ratios of individual ion currents to total ion 
current for each ion. In other words,relative intensity of 
each ion divided by total ion current.
Table. 3 lists a group of hydrocarbons whose Khinchin 
functions serve to identify the compounds when comparison 
is made between and among members of the alkane, alkene and 
alkyne families of hydrocarbons.
These compounds have been selected to show the typical 
variation in the entropy value which is expected for the 
variation in degree of unsaturation in the molecule. In a
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search of a file of precalculated Khinchin values, a matching 
index may be used to establish the correspondence of the value 
for an unknown compound with the library value.
When the mass spectra are converted to their corresponding 
entropy functions in this way, a data file can be constructed 
consisting of these members.
There is contained in table A a listing of K values for a 
large classification of organic compounds. The distribution of 
values is in general such that the K value (Khinchin entropy 
function) may be used for diagnostic purposes. Such a single­
valued function is highly desirable when considering computer 
search of an unknown. Utilising this concept, it is only necessary 
to calculate a Khinchin function for an unknown compound when 
its "tabulated" spectrum is presented and to compare the single 
.valve thus obtained with a library file of values which have 
already been determined for a Collection of compounds. Computer 
search routines under these conditions are extremely fast; in 
addition, a minimum amount of library storage is required; both 
of which are highly useful for small mini-computer systems, which 
currently entertain especial popularity in analytical chemistry 
laboratories.
In actual practice,it has been possible to utilise this 
function for libraries up to approximately 200 compounds and 
still retain unique diagnostic characteristics. When expansion is 
effected to extensive data libraries (e.g. The Atlas of Mass 
















1,2, trans-dideuterothene 0.8253 
















































































































































































































































































































































































■these libraries results in inconsistencies among Khinchin 
values which render them less than ideally useful for the 
unique identification of every compound in the library. Al­
though not universally applicable, this approach is eminently 
practical with limited libraries, especially those which have 
been generated under the same instrumental conditions as data 
for the unknown compounds. A file of single valued functions, 
one for each compound in the library, can thus be stored in 
the minimum configuration of core storage for most currently 
produced mini-computer systems. Search algorithms are extremely 
simple for the comparison of an unknown with the members of 
the library; in total, the codification and search process is 
essentially trivial in nature and can be easily executed on an 
inexpensive mini-machine.
Summary
In this exposition, a development of set theory and prob­
ability, namely the Khinchin entropy function, is shown to pro- . 
vide diagnostic values when applied to classification of mass 
spectral data.
Because of great variation in mass spectral data from one 
laboratory to another, a set of values may not be definitive in 
every case. Such variation is well demonstrated with Khinchin 
values for the list of compounds in table A, the data for which 
came from the standard A.P.I. collection of spectra.
Current techniques in instrumentation and data processing 
by mini—computer allow calculation of the Khinchin function from 
mass and intensity data which may be acquired on-line in real-time.
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In this way, individual laboratories can ‘'construct" data files 
of Khinchin functions as they obtain the spectra for pure com­
pounds. Especially with small files of compounds for specific 
applications, a high degree of success may be anticipated.
It was the lack of sufficient uniqueness when applied to 
large mass spectral data files from various sources, i.e. the 
standard A.P.I. data, which directed investigations to more 
"unique" classification methods. The next section deals with 
one of these investigations for developing a unique classification; 
namely, the divergence function. It has been used successfully 
to resolve ambiguities arising from those cases where Khinchin 
function values for a pair of compounds were too close to pro­
vide for unique identification.
NOTE:
Appendix A contains an extensive listing of Khinchin values 
which were made possible by the generosity of S. Grotch at the 
Jet Propulsion Laboratories in Pasadena, California, U.S.A. The 
library used is essentially the Atlas of Mass Spectral Data to 
which has been added a collection of spectra from the laboratory 
of K. Biemann at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, 
Mass. U.S.A. It was this opportunity to calculate Khinchin functions 
for a library of 6680 compounds that confirmed their lack of uni­
versal uniqueness for a multi-source data file.
Owing to space restrictions, only a portion of the total list­











Also associated with the searching of a data file for estab­
lishing nearness of match between any two spectra is the calcula- 
ion which is referred to as divergence. This calculation allows 
one to compare two spectra with a single value resulting from 
the calculation which indicates by its magnitude how different 
it is from the "reference" compound. In the comparison of two 
spectra, one is always chosen as the "reference" spectrum.
Thus, a measure of the divergence between two spectra is calculated, 
using the equation in figure 1 which has found application in 
information theory. In this equation, J(l,2) is the divergence (8,9) 
between an unknown spectrum and a spectrum from a data file of 
known compounds; and Ng are the total ion currents of the mass 
spectra in question (the general assumption is made that the sum 
of individual ion intensities in a normalised mass spectral tabu­
lation is approximately equivalent to their ion currents).
?li and represent the probabilities of the i* th ion in samples
1 and 2; P^ is defined as ^ the sum of P ^  and P g T h e  equation 
comes from a general statistical approach ( 8 ) to the comparison 
of populations. Two mass spectra are considered as two independent 
random samples and Ng .
In table 1 the divergence values resulting from comparing in 
seven different cases, two spectra of the same compound chosen at 
random from the A.P.I. files are shown. Tkat is, a total of four 
methane spectra have been calculated and a total of six ethane 
spectra. In each instance, if the two spectra were identical, the 
value of J would be zero. Hence, the small values of J here reflect 
the slight differences present in spectra of the same compound
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because of operating conditions in the mass spectrometer on which 
the spectra have been obtained.
Table 2 is concerned with comparison of a group of pairs of ' 
compounds which are different in structure. The trend within the 
first four pairs which are hydrocarbons is for a higher value of 
J to reflect a greater difference in structure. The last two pair 
show much increased values for position isomerism in hetero-atom 
systems.
All compounds listed in table 3 in the comparison compound 
column have been compared with hexane as a "template" (i.e. the 
fully saturated straight chain C-6 compound). Again, the J values 
are indicative of the degree of difference from the compounds 
with which the comparison is made.
It has been found convenient to refer the calculation of 
divergence of a given compound in the aliphatic hydrocarbon 
series to that of the normal alkane of the same carbon number. 
Thus, in a library file of divergence values, a group of sub­
sets is established, corresponding to the values for compounds 
having the same carbon .number. This greatly reduces the number of 
values to be searched and correspondingly the time to execute 
the search.
In table 4 , a detailed accounting for a typical diver­
gence calculation is given. It would seem likely from a prelim­
inary standpoint that a consideration of these peak by peak 
divergence values would enable one to locate points of structural 
differences between any two compounds being compared.
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Comparison of Divergence Calculations,
Relative to n-hexane as reference compound.
n-hex-l-ene








m/q Intensity (A) Intensity (B) Divergence Divergence
27 37.9 16.3 95.87 95.87
39 13.0 10.3 3.71 99.59
41 28.4 36.0 7.54 107.13
42 12.4 33.0 96.33 203.46
43 1 00 .0 100 .00 0 .2 1 203 .67
Table 4
Detailed divergence calculations of the pair of 
compounds A vs. B 
A = n-butane; B= 2-methylpropane
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However, time did not favour such an investigation. It was 
thus necessary to focus attention on the utility of divergence 
calculations for establishing single-valued diagnostic functions. 
Two tables follow which list a number of compounds for which this 
function has been calculated. Table A represents values which were 
calculated from all the peaks in a spectrum, whereas table B was 
calculated for the five most intense peaks only. In both cases, 
a range of values is obtained which are generally diagnostic for 
the chemical compounds which they represent. Probably the most 
obvious feature is that the magnitude of divergence values is 
greater for values of table A than those of table B. This is a 
function of the number of mass spectral peaks used in the calcu­
lation and should not be considered diagnostic when intercompar- 
ing tables A and B.
In the framework of implementing this calculation and the 
Khinchin entropy function calculation on a small computer system, 
the general aim of the techniques discussed in this work, it can 
be seen that the divergence is considerably more time consuming 
in so much as a full study of a library file of mass spectra im­
plies a calculation for each member of the library against the 
•’reference" compound or "template".
The individual calculation of divergence, although much more 
laborious when performed manually, does not involve appreciably 
more central processor time on a mini system.
Very significant use has been made of this calculation, how­
ever, to resolve situations such as those illustrated in table 5 » 
namely, the case where the Khinchin values are not sufficiently
\ 80
Divergence Calculations, Utilising All. Peaks in Spectrum


























.Divergence Calculations, Utilising All Peaks in Spectrum
n-heptane is the reference compound (cont.)
Table A
C ompound Divergenc e
2,2,3-trimethylbutane 62.578






















Divergence Calculations,'>f^^4^ixji^Ail Peaks in Spectrum




4 y 4-dimethyl-l-pentene 27.504
2.4-dimethyl-2-pentene 130.658



















Divergence Calculations, Utilising All Peaks in Spectrum






















Divergence Calculations, Utilising All Peaks in Spectrum













Divergence Calculations, Utilising All Peaks in Spectrum

































Divergence Calculations, Five Most Intense Peaks in Spectrum

















































Divergence Calculations, Five Most Intense peaks in Spectrum


























Divergence Calculations, Five Most Intense Peaks in Spectrum















































Divergence Calculations, Five Most Intense Peaks in Spectrum

























Calculations, Five Most Intense Peaks in Spectrum










































Use of Divergence to Eesolve Non-unique Khinchin Functions
In eacb case the divergence value is calculated using 
n-hexane as the reference compound.
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different to be considered diagnostic.
In the scheme of computer operations, a subroutine is in­
voked at the point where a search of the library file for a 
unique Khinchin function fails. There is then performed a diver­
gence calculation on the data just used in calculation of the 
Khinchin values. When dealing with a limited library for specific 
use, such as those already described with respect to Khinchin 
functions, a high degree of success was reached in resolving 
“ties” which resulted from Khinchin calculations.
Work on more advanced forms of the divergence calculation, 
i.e. intercomparison among more than two spectra is in progress 
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It is always easier to explain the presence of a 
particular peak in a mass spectrum than to predict 
the main peaks to be expected in the spectrum of a 
particular compound and it is only when this latter 
problem is attempted that the naivety of our present 
level of understanding is fully realised.
John Beynon
Octal Coding
The initial concept of this dissertation was based 
on mathematical manipulation of mass spectral data with 
little specific consideration of the nature of the compounds 
whose spectra were being studied. Mathematical manipulation 
is a more purely academic exercise; consideration of the 
compound type being studied stands a somewhat better chance 
of being immediately useful, especially in applications 
which utilise on-line real-time data acquisition techniques.
It was with this more practical approach in mind that a 
special codification scheme was created; it has been named 
octal coding.
A basic problem in the processing of any type of 
spectroscopic data by computer is that of data file manage­
ment. This involves coding of data for storage in the file 
and technique of searching the file for purposes of finding 
a match among file data for an unknown spectrum. Thus, there 
has been conceived and tested a codification procedure for 
use with low resolution mass spectral data banks which allows 
significant compression of the library file through selective 
binary coding of characteristic peaks and use of variable-length 
logical records.
The searching of mass spectral libraries, when these 
libraries consist of a full tabulation of mass and intensity 
pairs for every ion produced by each compound, is time- and
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core storage-consuming in operation. Because not every 
laboratory using mass spectrometry as a diagnostic tool 
has access to a large computer system and because the so- 
called mini computer systems are becoming increasingly more 
available, the consideration of methods whereby use ;bf core 
storage is reduced and the time of library search for component 
identification is likewise reduced is most important.
The concepts of Khinchin entropy function and divergence 
which have already been discussed were investigated with the 
aim in mind of providing a unique diagnostic value for each 
member of a spectral library. File searches for such single 
valued functions (i.e. Khinchin and divergence) satisfy the re­
quirement for small core storage and/or peripheral storage re­
quirements as well as reducing file search time.
However, in the real world of data acquisition from such 
common devices as a tandem gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer, 
as well as from conventional mass spectrometer operation with 
rapid scanning capability, the production of mass spectra 
reaches a rate which renders processing all mass and intensity 
data so generated impractical, if not indeed impossible.
It will be remembered that the Khinchin entropy function 
and the divergence calculation require, in the first stage, all 
values of mass versus intensity, although the final result is 
a single-valued function in each case.
In the case of octal coding, the values required may be ex­
tracted readily during on-line data acquisition, thereby leading
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directly to on-line creation of a library without a requirement 
for storage of all mass and intensity data.
In actual practice a library would be created by coding the 
mass spectra for a group of compounds expected in a certain 
analysis. Subsequently, during mass spectrometric analysis of 
unknown compounds, codification of the spectrum would occur 
under conditions much more likely to reproduce those utilised 
in creating the original library of known spectra.
In the general case, identification of unknown compounds by 
spectroscopic means assumes the existence of a file of data for 
a large number of known components and the ability to search the 
contents of the file in a manner which facilitates component 
identification. Although the general problems of data file man- 
.agement and the design of information retrieval algorithms are 
common to all areas of spectroscopy, the field of mass spectrom­
etry offers perhaps one of the greatest challenges in terms of 
the complexity and quantity of data. As such, much attention 
has been given to the problem of data manipulation in this field.
The traditional approach has dealt with the basic tables of 
m/q versus intensity values that constitute digitised mass spectra. 
These tables have been managed in numerous ways. (l-16)In general, 
identification of an unknown mass spectrum involves testing the 
unknown against a known spectrum to observe their similarity.
A matching index is calculated whereby a numerical value may be 
assigned to similarity or dissimilarity of the two spectra as 
dictated by the criteria of the test. By comparing the unknown
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to each known spectrum in the library file, computing a matching 
index for each examination and selecting the compounds in the 
file whose matching indices indicate a high probability that they 
are the same as the unknown compound, it is possible to achieve 
identification.
Because of time and space requirements in computer process­
ing of mass spectral data when they are represented by the con­
ventional tabulation of mass and intensity for all ions, con­
siderable attention has been given recently to condensed codi­
fication. ^
In a system developed by Petterson and Ryhage (l?) a pre­
liminary filtering was performed, based on molecular weight, 
followed by search for the six highest peaks from the total 
mass spectrum. An alternate approach searched for the highest 
peaks between certain mass numbers, i.e. six peaks for molecular 
weight up to 200 and 10 peaks for molecular weights above 200.
The searching procedure developed by Hites and Biemann (l8) 
utilised an abbreviated spectrum which retained the two most 
intense peaks in consecutive regions of 14 mass units. Ratios 
are calculated for these selected masses using respective inten­
sities from unknown and known compounds; those ratios of 1 or 
more were weighted according to an intensity scale.
Crawford and Morrison (19)based a searching system on the 
six strongest peaks in 3200 A.S.T.M. spectra; normalisation 
techniques were employed.
Still another extensive study (8000 standard spectra) was 
performed by Knock, Smith, Ridley and Kelly ( 20)* Varying num­
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bers of peaks were used, both in normal and decreasing intensity 
arrangements; provision was also made to account for possible 
mass discrimination effects. Counting similar isomers, the re­
trieval record was 97 per cent.
An early exercise by Abrahamsson, Haggstrom and Stenhagen ( 21) 
utilised - all m/q and intensity values for each spectrum; it 
was possible to select the search mode used by the computer,
i.e. five strongest intensities, five strongest weighted inten­
sities or the most intense masses in selected m/q: intervals of 
the spectrum. Spectra chosen by any of these search techniques 
or modes were compared with the unknown.
The techniques cited above treat data which is represented 
alphanumeric ally or numerically in decimal format (base 10)
i.e., input for m/q and intensity value is in base 10; the com­
pound name is in alphanumeric format. Insomuch as a digital com­
puter operates in the binary representation or base 2, there is 
much wasted time involved in the sequence: decimal input - con­
version to binary for internal processing and back to decimal 
for output formatting. Such a procedure is wasteful of time and 
core memory of the computer.
A novel approach to the problem of coding and searching 
of library files, which is closely related to machine level 
digital computer operations, has been provided by Grotch (22,23 ) 
In this approach, mass spectral intensity data is systematically 
quantitised to binary levels related to the presence or absence 
of a peak for each m/q value within a specified range (typically
99
12-200 amu). Extensive statistical testing, using each binary 
spectrum in the library file as an unknown and comparing it to 
all other members of the file, was carried out to show that a 
binary pattern representation was indeed a unique representation 
of the data. A mismatch criterion was developed, using Boolean 
functions for "exclusive or" and "and", for which a value of 0 
is an index of a perfect match. Uniform logical record lengths 
for each binaiy mass spectrum were used to construct the library 
file.
Most recently (23), Grotch has extended the concept of one 
bit coding to an "abbreviated" mass spectrum, wherein the mass 
position of the single most intense peak in each 14 amu group­
ing is encoded. Elimination of encoding words for peak heights 
results in greatly increased search speeds as well as providing 
for the obvious reduction in amount of computer storage required. 
Results are comparable to those found with the original one bit 
encoding procedure.
The variability in the values of relative ion abundances 
with variation in mass spectrometer design and operation pro­
duces considerable uncertainty in the reliability of a diagnostic 
based on measurement of spectral intensity factors, and strongly 
points out the efficiency of using a coding technique which does 
v not depend upon the reproducibility of an intensity factor.
Along these lines, a codification procedure has been recent­
ly conceived and tested for use with low resolution mass spectral 
data banks; such codification was based on the octal or base 8 
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from use of octal coding for the following reasons:
1. A binary code whereby the octal codification is repre­
sented allows highly efficient use of core storage in a digital 
computer
2. The computation of matching indices by logical opera­
tions is more suited to basic computer design than the standard 
computations, excepting the work of Grotch, already described.
In actuality a compression of data occurs in two instances: 
a) by use of initial coding in octally coded binary to obviate 
conversion from decimal code and b) by use of variable word 
length based on the number of peaks appearing in the spectrum. 
Figure 1 indicates the procedure for encoding a mass spectrum. 
Selective binary coding of characteristic peaks is accomplished 
by arbitrarily dividing the mass range of interest into multiple 
groups of seven. The number corresponding to the spectrum peak 
having the highest intensity is then encoded as a three bit bi­
nary number. Thus, the fourth peak is encoded in the first group­
ing, the seventh peak in the second and so on; zero is used to 
denote the absence of a peak within the grouping, thereby giv­
ing a total of eight possible values, hence the name octal coding.
Representation of an octal number within the computer re­
quires three bits; thus, in a 16 bit machine such as the Hewlett- 
Packard 2116B used first in setting up this system, five octal 
characters can be stored in each computer word, with one bit 
left over. Thereby a single computer word is capable of storing 
information which covers a range of 35 atomic mass units (m/q 
units). Compounds requiring a greater range of masses to be en­
coded require an additional number of computer words. As many
101
Mass ranges
m/q to be 
encoded




23-29, 30-36 37-43 44-
24 32 43 0
2 3 7 0
010 Oil 111 0
2 3 7 0
Table 1
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are used as are needed to encode the spectrum. The last word is 
then designated by setting a flag in the 16th bit; that is, bit 
16 is "on”.
If consideration is given to the m/q values which occur 
most often in the spectra of organic compounds, a series of oc­
tal ranges beginning with the group of 7 masses, 23-29, serves 
to provide greater diagnostic character for this method of coding. 
Subsequent mass ranges would be 30-36, 37-43, etc. (see Table 1). 
The first octade, containing masses 12-14-15-16-17-18-19 was in­
cluded in the original codification procedure but when it was 
learned that no additional information was gleaned from using 
these m/q values, the entire octade was dropped from considera­
tion.
The efficiency of a coding procedure is reduced by the need 
to use "0" for coding, i.e. coding which leads to a large number 
of zeros. If one codes in octades (or some larger sized grouping) 
there is more likelihood of a peak appearing and thus, accord­
ing to the basic principles of information theory, greater en­
tropy, as reflected by more efficient transmission of information. 
In general, the encoding and retrieval of data from a number 
system such as this is predicated primarily on the principle 
of simple manipulation of the numbers. As suggested by Smith’s (24) 
use of compound classifier, selecting the mass ranges so that 
certain ions fall characteristically in particular octades, it 
is possible to develop qualitative information content as well, 
that may relate to the functional group structure of the molecule. 
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of this study to test this principle on a statistically signi­
ficant level with an extensive library.
It was possible recently, through the cooperation of Dr. 
Grotch at the Jet Propulsion Laboratories in Pasadena, California, 
U.S.A. to encode a library of 6880 compounds ( basically the so- 
called Wiley tape of mass spectral data) in the octal format.
A sample printout is shown in figure 2. It should be pointed 
out that a 16 bit computer word enables 64 thousand compounds
*t g
to be coded uniquely ( 2 = 65,536). Using the 6880 compound
library, there was printed out a listing of all compounds with 
the same octal coding. In more than 9Of* of the cases compounds 
with identical codes represented duplicates in the library or 
isomers which are not readily differentiated by the mass spec­
trometer.
A highly significant feature of octal coding, as already 
cited, is that it may be easily achieved from digitised mass 
and intensity data acquired on-line in real-time from the detec­
tor of a mass spectrometer. A normal sequence of data processing 
would involve the following on-line operations.
1. Conversion of the analogue mass spectrometer output 
to digital format, i.e. mass and intensity data.
2. Condensation of the data to octal format by means of a 
routine which determines the most intense peak in each octal 
grouping and provides the binary equivalent as the "spectrum1 
for which the data library is searched.
3. When binary "1" is sensed in the 16th bit, the number 









necessary to search the entire library but only the subset or 
sub-library collection of spectra which require that number of 
words for coding.
A flow chart for the routine to effect octal coding is 
found in figure 3.
While it is useful to devise various coding schemes, 
particularly those which may be readily manipulated with Boolean 
functions, the practical advantage to the analysis process is 
limited unless the library file is properly organised for sub­
sequent searching. With this selective coding technique, it is 
possible to divide the total file into a series of sub-files 
based on the number of computer words necessary to selectively 
code the spectrum to its highest observed m/q. This particular 
■ organisational form appears to be of special utility as suggested 
earlier in fully automated gas chromatographic/mass spectrometric 
analysis systems, since the highest observed m/q is a quantity 
readily extracted during the data reduction process. In actual 
use, such a file organisation implies pre-filtering of the data 
tables, since only those sub-files having the same number of 
words as the unknown must be searched. As has been indicated, 
the sub—files, as constructed in this work, use the 16th bit of 
the word to signify the end of the logical record. The word 
immediately following the end of the logical record thereby con­
tains an integer pointer to a separate file containing the alpha­
numeric characters of the compound name. The division into sub­
files of variable logical record length and creation of a name 
file were designed to make maximum use of random access mass
107
Number of words 
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storage devices such as discs, which have recently been reduced 
in price to the point that they may be included in a modest com­
puter system.
As an example, the comparison of the octal code of com­
pounds with spectra of varying complexity is given in table 2. 
This table also serves as an example of the subset files for 
classifying octally-coded library files. Appendix A contains a 
more extensive list of examples of octally—coded compounds.
If uniform record lengths are utilised, in the case where 
all m/q. values are coded for each spectrum, the number of records 
utilised in the library will be that number required to code the 
compound whose spectrum displays the greatest number of m/q 
values, i.e. the greatest number of ions. For a library in 
which the maximum molecular weight occurs at m/q 250, this will 
be sixteen, i.e. 16 words of 16 bits each will allow encoding 
16x16 or 256 m/q values.
In the case of an octal codification procedure wherein 
variable record length is employed, a single word suffices for 
coding the spectrum of methanol, whereas 5 words are needed for 
coding the spectrum of 1,4-dimethylbenzene.
Since one computer word is capable of representing 35 
mass positions, five computer words are needed to encode to a 
mass of 175. Since the average molecular weight of 6652 com­
pounds contained in the Atlas of Mass Spectral Data ( the so- 
called Wiley file ) is 167, it is seen that five computer words 
is the average number required for the total collection of data. 
For each unknown being searched for in the library, a matching
109
index is calculated; the five best matches, in decreasing order 
of goodness of match, are printed. This feature is expected to 
be most useful in future cases when much expanded library files 
are being searched and the possibility exists for the same match­
ing index to be calculated for more than one compound.
Although it is possible to code approximately 64K compounds 
with 16 binary bits, one must expect, because of non-uniform 
production of spectra, that identification will not in every 
case be that of a unique compound.
In the direction of minimising such non-unique cases, it 
has been noted that octal coding provides a dampening effect on 
variations in spectral characteristics because of its relative 
insensitivity to errors in digitisation. For example, errors 
which may occur in the initial codification of an unknown spectrum, 
caused for example by a spurious signal or the additive effect 
of impurities upon peak intensities, have significant influence 
upon correct identification of the compound in question. Like­
wise, in the case where the spectrum of an unknown compound is 
incorrectly coded because of variation in relative intensity 
values caused by mass spectrometer instabilities, it is shown 
that correct identification may result even in cases where a 
coding error occurs in each word of the spectrum. Examples of 
this behaviour pattern are depicted in table 3 below.
Compound - 2-pentanol
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*In general, a single mistake in coding may occur in each 
computer word used to represent the compound without in­
correct identification resulting.
The coding system has proven practical in the processing 
of data for projects which involve a small library of octally 
coded spectra of compounds known from previous experience to 
be commonly present in certain types of samples. In the current 
hardware configuration these compounds are determined by a com­
bined gas chromatography/mass spectrometry system. Figure 4 
indicates the structure of a data file for compounds determined 
in the course of protocol development for studies in the whole­
someness of strawberries; organisation is based on the sub-file 
category already presented, i.e. on the increasing number of 
words required to represent the spectrum.
The code on line one of this figure identifies the library 
which it contains; the format for the remainder of the library 
is as follows: The value on the next line is the number of com­
puter words needed to encode the spectrum and the number on the 
third line is the number of compounds in the subfile. The names 
of the compounds in the subfile are printed immediately below 
in each case with the molecular weight appearing immediately 
to the left of the name.
In figure 5, appear the actual octal codes for some mem­
bers of the library already listed in figure 4. The numbers 
on the two lines prior to each octal representation have the 
same meaning as in figure 4.
Figure 6 shows a reproduction of the printout indicating
113
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"the identification of the component found for mass spectrum no. 
10 in a typical chromatographic analysis. The octal code sub­
file which was searched was for a compound represented by 9 com­
puter words. Only three compounds were found in the file and the 
best match was given by tridecane (see figure 7) which is a name 
file of compounds for another special library - this time for 
beef wholesomeness studies. The formatting here is slightly 
different from that utilised in figure 4. In particular, the 
molecular weight is not shown. In each case the first number 
represents the number of computer words required to encode the 
spectrum in octal format, the second number indicates how many 
compounds requiring that number of words will be found in the 
subfile. In this particular case ( as indicated by the arrow 
in figure 7 ) the subfile requiring 9 words to encode contains 
3 compounds:
n-tetradecane, 1-tetradecene and tridecane
In summary, octal coding provides for utilisation of 
analogue mass spectra in a binary format which facilitates the 
file search for identification purposes. The overall size of 
the data files to be searched may be substantially reduced 
and the need for searching the entire file is avoided by using 
variable record lengths to provide subfile classifications.
In actual practice this method of coding and searching of 
data files for the identification of compounds in gas chromato­
graphy/mass spectrometry has greatly expedited the time re­
quired to complete the analysis and has as well reduced the 




•01 1. 5. 10.
20 17.5 13.0 5.9 8.1
21 17.5 13.3 6.3 8.6
22 17.5 13.3 6.4 8.7
23 17-4 12.6 5.8 . 7.9
24 17.2 12.2 5.7 7.7
25 17.0 12.0 5.5 7.4
26 16. 12.5 5.9 8.0
Table 4
Number of ones coded 
(average per spectrum)
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Although the assignment of mass for the octal groupings 
utilised in the this work is hased upon a start mass of 23 for 
the first "octade", it has not been established with complete 
certainty that this mass distribution is the best one to use.
It would seem axiomatic that the application of specific mass 
spectral information to the codification process would result 
in more highly diagnostic binary patterns which may.be recog­
nised by the computer and correlated with like patterns in the 
similarly coded library. For example, a practicing mass spectros- 
copist would feel that starting mass for the groups or octades 
would affect the success of the search algorithms in differenti­
ating among spectra, insomuch as there exists a series of ions 
which are routinely used as diagnostics for specific functional 
groups. The need to consider statistical data in light of the 
basic character of the discipline producing them is illustrated 
in table 4.
Since the number of binary bits or "ones” coded in the 
library represents its information content, such representation 
is frequently employed. Considering a range of starting masses 
for the first group from 20-26, it can be seen for the intensity 
found at each transition level (threshold level) the number of 
ones coded remains essentially constant. The information opntent 
of the spectrum as an entity remains constant. Such a conclusion 
is obvious; but also misleading because it imputes to the code 
the ability to select the most diagnostic mass in each group of 
seven when it is actually selecting the most intense mass in each 
group of seven amu. A look at some statistical values based on
118
30 31 53 54 91 92
225 226 281 282 309 310
Table 5
m/q Values at Window Boundaries, Octal Code 
One mass in seven is coded
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a 6880 compound library illustrates the point as suggested in 
table 5 •
Each pair of masses in this table (selected from the statis­
tical distribution of ones when the starting mass is 23) represents 
respectively the last mass or position 7 in one window and the 
first or position 1 mass in the next higher adjacent window or 
group. It can be readily appreciated that if the scale is moved 
left or right to accomodate any starting mass that any one of 
these mass values would be moved into an adjacent window where 
it might or might not be coded as the most intense peak, depen- 
ing of course upon the intensity of the other peaks in the window 
under consideration. In other words, for this group of adjacent 
mass pairs or indeed for any adjacent mass pair, a shift of start­
ing mass used in the code may eliminate the boundaries which allow 
each mass to be coded in a separate window. Appearance of adjacent 
masses is in many instances a highly diagnostic feature. Commonly 
known examples would be the P and P—1 peaks and the isotope distri­
bution peaks.
In terms of practicality as regards computer power needed to 
do the job and ease with which the chosen technique provides for 
on-line real-time processing of mass spectral data, it certainly 
need not be a unique compound. In most practical cases, the invest­
igator is in possession of some ancillary information about the 
compound or compounds he expects to identify; so the fact that 
more than one answer is given by a search algorithm does not 
mitigate against its utility.
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There has been, in the practical applications of this work, 
a higher degree of success when working with special restricted 
libraries of compounds expected to appear in particular sample 
types; these libraries contain spectra coded from the mass spec­
trometer on which the "unknown is being run. Therefore greater 
internal self-consistency of data is achieved. When one goes to 
larger libraries, the spectra in which come from numerous sources, 
the internal self-consistency factor is reduced, often dramatically.
If progress in purification of data libraries can be encouraged 
at a rate near that at which codification and search techniques 
are proliferating at the present time, there is indeed promise 
for major advance in the general area of mass spectral data 
processing.
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2,3-dimethyl- 007271 p-chloro- 077276
pyridine 051615 toluene 047361
004050 053422
150000 173010
2,4-dimethy1- 000051 m-chloro- 047276
pyridine 061515 toluene 057361
014451 053431
150000 173000
1-hydroxy-2,3- 007272 1,2-dicyano- 007350



































Qualitative Analysis of Gas Chromatographic Eluates by 
Means of Vapor Phase Pyrolysis
II. Classification by Set Theory
C harles M e rr itt , J r . ,  an d  D . I f .  R obertson
Pioneering Research Laboratory, U.S. A rm y N atick Laboratories, N atick, Mass. 01760
Development of a simple diagnostic  function which is 
easy  to calculate and m anipu late  in a da ta  bank or 
da ta  s to rage  file has been achieved. The function, 
taken  from the  discipline of information theory, is 
designated  as  the  Khinchine entropy function. Al­
though originally conceived for th e  special da ta  file 
p rob lem s associated with m ass  spec trom etry ,  th e  
function is highly useful in differentiating s t ru c tu re s  
on th e  basis of their  pyrolysis p a t te rn s  alone.
T he a u t h o r s  of a recent book (7) on th e  subject o f identifica­
tion techniques in gas chrom atography have predicted tha t 
pyrolysis gas chrom atography (pyrograms) will become a 
standard  m ethod of identification o f gas chrom atographic 
peaks. Their optimism is not unfounded, since prior reports 
(2-4) dem onstrate both th a t pyrogram s are uniquely repre­
sentative o f the  parent com pound, and may be obtained in a 
reproducible m anner by appropriate control of operating 
conditions. The complexity o f the pyrogram s as well as a  
great similarity in their characteristics has tended to  discourage 
th e  use o f the  m ethod as a m eans o f identification. One ap­
proach tow ard simplification o f  the problem  is to  employ a 
com bination o f retention volume data and “ small molecule 
pyrogram s”  as described in Part I o f this paper (5). This part 
describes a  second m ethod which utilizes a  m athem atical ap­
proach to  aid  in the interpretation o f the pyrograms.
In  prio r work, patterns relating com ponent abundance and 
peak num ber or Kovats index (6) have been established in the  
m anner o f mass spectra (2, 4) to  aid in the com parison of py­
rogram s of known com pounds with those o f unknowns. 
Likewise, correlations o f pyrogram s with the  structure o f 
molecules (3, 7 ,8) have helped to  im prove the interpretation o f 
pyrograms. As with mass spectrom etry, however, a  m ethod 
o f  d a ta  processing which provides for classification o f the 
data  in  a  systematic m anner is an  im portant prerequisite to  its 
efficient use. In the fields o f  mass spectrom etry and gas 
chrom atography, in particular, a need has been generated 
fo r da ta  file searches to  accomplish the  selection o f the correct 
com pound from  a collection o f many similar data. The m an­
(1) D. A. Leathard and B. C. Shurlock, “ Identification Techniques 
in Gas Chromatography,” John Wiley and Sons, Ltd., London,
1970, p 123.
(2) C. A. M. G. Cramers and A. I. M. Keulemans, J. Gas Chro- 
matogr., 5, 58 (1967).
(3) E. J. Levy and D. G. Paul, ibid., 5, 136 (1967).
(4) D. L. Fanter, J. W. Walker, and C. J. Wolf, A n a l. C h e m ., 40, 
2168(1968).
(5) C. Merritt, Jr., and C. DiPietro, ibid., 44. 57 (1972); "Ad­
vances in Chromatography 1971,” A. Zlatkis, Ed., Chromatog­
raphy Symposium, University of Houston, Houston, Texas,
1971, p 174.
(6) E. sz. Kovats, in “ Advances in Chromatography,”  Vol. I., 
J. C. Giddings and R. Keller, Ed., Marcel Dekker, New York, 
N.Y., 1965, p 229.
(7) W. D. Dencker and C. J. Wolf, J. Chromatogr. Sci., 8, 534 
(1970).
(8) L. P. Turner and W. R. Barr, ibid., 9, 176 (1971).
ner of this search and  the processing o f  data from  the resultant 
selection has been th e  subject o f several different investiga­
tions (9-/7).
Recently set theory classification has been used fo r pur­
poses o f solving problem s o f  data reduction and  processing of 
mass spectra (12-14) especially with the  aim  of deriving the 
type o f calculation which m ay be easily perform ed on a small 
laboratory com puter system.
In  this study, a  development o f set theory— namely, the 
K hinchine entropy function—is shown to  provide diagnostic 
values when applied to quantitative distribution o f  pyrolysis 
products resulting from  gas chrom atographic separation of 
these products. W ith these distribution data, from  each 
pyrolyzed com pound, a function may be calculated which 
shows unique diagnostic characteristics.
Because o f  the great variation in  results from  pyrolysis 
studies, particularly those due to  the  wide choice o f tem pera­
ture  and o ther operating param eters employed, a set o f values 
obtained in  one laboratory is not necessarily equivalent to  that 
obtained in  another. However, if  the acquisition of da ta  is 
accom plished with a view tow ard standardization o f  operating 
conditions am ong laboratories, th e  utility o f statistically de­
rived diagnostic values in providing easily calculated and  
easily searched files offers great promise when a  com pound is 
characterized by intensity values.
The Khinchine entropy function is developed from  the 
specific branch o f probability which is concerned with in­
form ation theory (75). In  statistical term s, the sum o f all the 
independent probabilities m ust be equal to  the certainty that 
an  event will occur, i.e.,
2 Pi = i 0)i
This is achieved in relation to a pyrogram  by expressing the 
abundance o f  a  single chrom atographic com ponent as a  frac­
tion o f the to ta l quantitative abundance o f peaks eluted from  
the gas chrom atographic column.
Let us consider an  event the probability o f which, based 
upon inform ation available a t the time o f  consideration, is
(9) B. Knock, D. Wright, W. Kelly, and R. G. Redley, 17th 
Annual Conference on Mass Spectrometry and Allied Topics, 
Dallas', Texas, 1969, p 398.
(10) P. C. Jurs, B. R. Kowalski, T. L. Isenhour, and C. N^Reilley, 
A nal. C h e m., 42, 1387 (1970).
(11) S. L. Grotch, ibid., p 1214.
(12) R. I. Reed and D. H. Robertson, in “Recent Topics in Mass 
Spectrometry,” R. I. Reed, Ed., Gordon and Breach, New York, 
N.Y., 1971, p 301.
(13) R. I. Reed and D. H. Robertson, in “ Recent Developments in 
Mass Spectrometry,” K. Ogata and T. Hayakawa, Ed., Uni­
versity Park Press, Baltimore. Md., 1970.
(14) D. H. Robertson and R. I. Reed, Proceedings of 19th Annual 
Conference on Mass Spectrometry and Allied Topics, American 
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Table I. Detailed Calculation of 
Khinchine Entropy Function for 2-M ethyl-l-Pentenc'1
Intensity 
values from
Pyrogram, A A/B = pi In Pi P i In pt
60.16 0.23593 -1.44392 0.341
15.14 0.05937 -2 .83022 0.168
25.49 0.09996 -2 .31264 0.231
100.00 0.39252 -0.93395 0.367
0.8 0.00314 -5 .80914 0.003
24.7 0.09686 -2.34341 0.227
24.7 0.09686 -2.34341 0.227
3.2 0.01250 -4.42285 0.055
0.8 0.00314 -5 .80914 0.003
254.99 2 1.622
Total =  B
■n =  (1.622) (0.43429) = 0.7044 
0.43429 In =  log,„
• Data from Reference 17. ,


























• Data from Reference 4.
designated as p. In this case the event, p, is the probability 
o f an individual component appearing in the pyrogram. The 
desired goal is the application of a basic numerical definition 
th a t represents the am ount of inform ation which it conveys 
about the event. G ood (16) makes two demands on such 
a  definition: It should be a decreasing function of /?,, and the 
am ount of information provided by two or more independent 
events should be the sum of the separate am ounts. These 
conditions are satisfied by functions o f the type —In p. 
According to the principles of inform ation theory we are 
following here, the expression
n
V =  -  ] £  Pi In p t (2)
*
is defined as the entropy o f the experim ent; o r the  Khinchine 
entropy function. The p t values represent a  fraction A /B
(16) L. J. Good, “ Probability and the Weighing of Evidence,” 
Charles Griffin, London, 1950.
(17) C. A. Cramers, in “Gas Chromatography, 1968,” C. L. A. 
Harbourn, Ed., Institute of Petroleum, London, 1969, p 395.
Table III. Repeatability of Khinchine









Av. 0.671 a =  0.003
° Data from Reference 4.
Table IV. Khinchine Entropy Function 





















* Data from Reference 4.
b Compounds of unknown geometric structure. More precise 
values are seen in Table X.
where A  is the  individual intensity o f each com ponent being 
considered and  B  is th e  total o f all the intensities. Entropy 
o f  the  experiment is w ithout dimensions and  may be con­
sidered analogous with entropy as it is customarily defined in 
statistical mechanics— i.e., the  property o f the system which is 
related to  probability o f state. M ore specifically, it is the 
statistical m echanical equivalent o f ordinary entropy divided 
by the Boltzmann constant. A set o f relative weight factors 
is thus expressed which represents the  probability o f the oc­
currence o f a  specific collection of events. Again, the events 
are the relative intensities o f the chrom atographic peaks re­
sulting from  chrom atography of pyrolysis products from  pure 
compounds. W hen the data showing quantitative distribu­
tion  o f com ponents separa.ted by the chrom atographic process 
are subjected to  treatm ent as a probability distribution (the 
Khinchine entropy function calculation), the resulting values 
fall into categories which are diagnostic for the m aterial, the 
chrom atographic profile o f which was used for the calculation.
A n example o f the  calculation is presented in Table I. 
Individual values o f —pi In p t are calculated and sum m ed; 
the to tal is the Khinchine function for the com pound in ques­
tion. The data  are taken from  pyrogram s reported by 
Cram ers (17) and  the value o f rj is com puted by means o f an 
appropriate program written for a  H ewlett-Packard M odel 
2116B com puter (The calculation is trivial and may. if  desired, 
be perform ed on a  program m able desk calculator.).
The utility o f  the entropy function for evaluation o f pyroly­
sis patterns is illustrated in the following examples. The data
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Table V. Khinchine Entropy Function




















0 Data from Reference 4.
Table VI. Khinchine Entropy Function












“ Data from Reference 4.
Table VII. Khinchine Entropy Function














a Data from Reference 4.
from which the com putations are made are primarily selected 
from the work of Fanter, W alker, and W olf (4) because o f the 
availability o f  pyrograms for a large num ber o f  com pounds 
having a  variety o f structural relationships and because o f the 
apparent close control of the parameters by which they were 
obtained.
Table II shows the values for the Khinchine entropy func­
tion for a variety o f alkanes. In general, a wide range of 
values is obtained reflecting the differences in structure. A n 
indication o f the reproducibility o f the values may be deduced 
from the repeatability data shown in Table III. Using this 
criterion, one may assert that the com pounds listed in Table
Table VIII. Portion of a Khinchine Function 








































“ Data from Reference 4.
I I  m ay be distinguished from  one another. The entropy 
function values fo r the series o f norm al and branched alkenes, 
and for alkynes and  alkadienes are given in  Tables IV through 
VII, respectively. Again, the values are found to  cover a  wide 
range. I t may be observed that occasionally there is a  cor­
respondence between values for an  alkane, or an alkene and 
one o f the other functional classes, but within a given class the 
values differ sufficiently to  provide identification o f m ost o f the 
individual members.
It is expected th a t the Khinchine function values will be 
utilized in a com puter search file as a  single valued diagnostic 
num ber to  identify unknown compounds. A representation 
o f a  portion  o f such a search file covering the K hinchine 
values from  ~ 0 .2  to  ~ 0 .7  is presented in Table VIII. W ithin 
the limits o f precision established from  the reproducibility 
data (Table III), in most cases a single com pound will be 
identified by  the num ber. In  six cases a pair o f com pounds 
would be selected, but the structure o f the com pounds is 
sufficiently different in these instances to  perm it the identifica­
tion to  be m ade from  the correlation with com ponent com ­
position o f the pyrogram.
It is m ost impressive to  observe the wide divergence of 
values which represent com pounds o f very close similarity in 
structure. This may be observed for certain pairs or groups 
such as the 2-methyl- and 3-methyl-pentanes or, the 2-, 3-, 
and  4-methyl octanes (Table II) ; the 2 methyl-, 1-, 2-, o r 3-
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Table XII. Khinchine Functions for Data from 
























Table IX. Pyrogram Patterns for cis- and trans-2-Hexene°
Retention number6
Compound 1 2 3 4 6 8 10
/ro/w-2-Hexene 70 100 24 78 9 69 9
ar-2-Hexene 71 100 17 82 10 71 10
0 Data from Reference 4.
6 Adapted from retention index interval 4.
Table X. Khinchine Entropy Function









• Data from reference 4.
Table XI. Khinchine Entropy Function Values for

















Adenylyl (3' -»• 5') adenosine 0.887
Uridylyl (3' -*■ 5') adenosine 0.929
Cytidylyl (3' —<- 5') adenosine 0.864
Cytidylyl (3' -*• 5') uridine 0.923
Uridylyl (3' -*• 5 ') cytosine 0.867
Guanylyl (3' — 5') adenosine 0.861
Adenylyl (3' -*• 5') guanosine 0.850
Adenylyl (3' -*■ 5') uridine 0.791
0 Data from Reference 8.
octenes (Table V); and the 1,3-, 1,4-•, and  1,5-hexadienes
(Table VII).
The capability to discern geometric as well as positional 
isomerism is likewise impressive. The cis/trans hexenes, for 
example, are seen to  have very •similar pyrogram patterns 
(Table IX) and according to Fanter, W alker, and W olf (4) 
cannot be identified. In Table X, however, the value o f the 
Khinchine function is seen to  distinguish easily between the 
two isomers. F urther examples o f  the identification of cis/ 
trans isomers are also seen in Table X.
The Khinchine entropy function may also be applied to 
pyrograms resulting from the pyrolysis o f solids. Values 
calculated from  data  obtained for some purine bases, nucleo­
sides, nucleotides, and related com pounds are given in  Table 
X I. As with the pyrogram s obtained from  vapor phase 
pyrolysis, the values are unique and likewise diagnostic.
Obviously the value o f 77 as a diagnostic value cannot by its 
calculation from  the original data  improve their reproducibil­
ity. A n enhancement is achieved which enables closer dis­
tinctions between com pounds with very similar pyrogram  
patterns. M ost data  reported herein are based on hydro­
carbon pyrograms. It is questionable that, w ithout modifica­
tion, this diagnostic function will be equally useful fo r study 
o f com pounds o f other functionality. Preliminary investiga­
tion with other special functions suggests th a t their use in 
conjunction with the Khinchine function will provide a very 
powerful diagnostic tool.
Entropy function values derived from  pyrogram s obtained 
in different laboratories may be expected to  vary because o f 
the difference in tem perature and other operating conditions 
employed in the pyrolysis device. The extent o f this variation 
is seen in Table X II. I f  data are to  be com pared from  one 
laboratory to  another, reliable, reproducible, standardized 
pyrolysis procedures must be employed. As the values o f 
pyrolysis patterns, expressed in term s such as the Khin­
chine entropy function, become better appreciated for 
the identification o f G C  eluates, the incentive to  develop the 
required standardization should appear. The efficacy of a 
single valued diagnostic criterion to  employ in search o f data  
banks will then  not only be valid fo r analyses conducted 
within one laboratory, but for m any laboratories.
The approach as presently conceived suffers one serious 
lim itation—namely, the inability to  cope with any but pure 
components. In addition to  the obvious solution of im­
proving G C  separations, it is expected th a t further considera­
tion o f inform ation theory m ay provide for deconvolution 
and subsequent identification o f partially resolved eluates.
R eceived for review July 16, 1971. Accepted September 3, 
1971.
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Naive Analysis of Structure#
R. I. R e e d and D. H. R o b e r t s o n
Department of Chemistry, U niversity o f Glasgow, 
Scotland, U. K.
Modern m athem atical an a lysis has been used  to advantage in the area of com ­
munication theory and in p ro cess in g  and reducing large am ounts of data from  v a r i­
ous fie ld s of an a ly sis .
In th is presentation , rudim entary se t theory has been applied to in terpretation  
of the m a ss sp ectra  of alkanes; its  u tility  for alkenes and alkynes has a lso  been d e­
m onstrated. The ions produced in a m ass sp ectrom eter m ay be con sid ered  a s sub­
sets or (in the ca se  of an individual ion, as a sin g le m em ber) of the u n iversa l se t  of 
all p o ssib le  ions which m ay a r ise  from  the fragm entation of organic m o lecu les .
For the sake of s im p lic ity , in itia l studies have dealt with saturated hydrocarbons 
and for the purpose of introducing the concept, only the sim p le case  of the saturated  
hydrocarbons is  considered .
Modern data p ro cess in g  is  of cou rse greatly  dependent upon the u se of com puters; 
because m ost com puters operate in a binary code, it was d esirab le  to develop a 
method of analysing m a ss sp ectra  which would incorporate the binary p rin cip le .
For this purpose an index has been developed which is  '-'I" if  the ion under con sid ­
eration has diagnostic value in the spectrum  and "0" if  it  does not. In addition, 
the p rin cip les of se t theory are su ffic ien tly  w ell developed to allow  a much fu ller  
application to m a ss sp ectra l an a lyses than has been p resented  in these p ages. A 
system atic developm ent of these concepts relative to m ass sp ectrom etry  is  not 
p ossib le within the scope of th is a r tic le .
T herefore it  is  intended to introduce two approaches to naive an a lysis  of structure: 
one dealing with the an a lysis  of ex isting  spectra; the other with syn th esizin g sp ectra  
from a known stru cture.
Before we actually apply se t theory to the an a lysis of ex isting  sp ectra , certain  
assum ptions m ust be m ade, relevant to alkane a n a lysis .
1. Fragm entation of a parent ion is  favored at points of chain-branching with p r e ­
ferred elim ination of the la rg est branch.
2. Ions of even m ass often a r ise  in assoc ia tion  with such f iss io n s , due to concom ­
itant hydrogen rearrangem ents.
3. The parent m olecular ion of a branched-chain alkane is  l e s s  abundant than that 
of the iso m er ic  stra igh t-chain  alkane.
It is  intended to in vestigate, within the confines of se t theory, how far th ese  ru les  
can be used  to determ ine the overa ll structure of an unknown alkane. Within this  
framework, it  is  n ece ssa r y  to c ite  three problem s which m ust a lso  be considered:
1. Isom eric ions m ay be form ed, in which ca se  the observed ion -current for the 
given m a ss w ill be the sum of the individual iso m er ic  ion s.
2. Since the u se of se t theory im p lies a co llection  of a ll p o ssib le  ions which can 
be form ed from  a given structure, reg a rd less  of whether or not they are actually  
produced in the m a ss sp ectrom eter, suitable operations m ust be em ployed to rem ove  
undesirable or unacceptable stru ctu res.
3. C om plications m ay a r ise  owing to the occurence of sequential reactions; how­
ever, allow ance for them cannot be made without som e assum ptions about the s tru c­
ture which is  sought.
^  P resen ted  by D. H. R obertson.
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The treatm ent of saturated hydrocarbons is  based on the observation  that the major 
d ifferen ces am ong their sp ectra  occur in the branched-chain  compound of a given 
carbon num ber. T h erefore, one i s  provided with a m eans of p ick ing out the branch­
ing points in an iso m er ic  alkane by com paring its  principal ions of the form  CnH2n+i 
with it s  counterpart in the stra igh t-chain  compound. A s im ila r  com parison is  made 
in the ca se  of a lkenes and alkynes w here ions of the form  CnH2n and CnH2n _2 re_ 
sp ective ly , have diagnostic s ign ifican ce . B ased on the assum ption that total ion 
current i s  the sam e for each iso m er , in ten sities  of ions form ed by fragmentation 
at a branch w ill be greater than the sam e em p irica l ion from  the straight-chain  re­
feren ce standard.
A binary oriented ratio (already m entioned) is  em ployed which works out to be "1" 
or "0", depending upon whether the ion does or does not have d iagnostic value. 
R atios with a value of "1" are found to have a sym m etr ica l d istribution around the 
cen ter of the m olecule; th is center is  n /2  for even-num bered carbon compounds and 
between (n - l) /2  and (n + l)/2  for odd-num bered com pounds.
The ionization  p r o c e ss  for the m olecu le  XY w ill be con sid ered  as:
It i s  assu m ed  that bond d issoc ia tion  en erg ies  of the carbon-carbon bonds in neutral 
alkane m o lecu les  occur in d ecreasin g  order: p rim ary, secondary, ter tia ry  and 
thus the concentration of X and Y rad ica ls would be greater for the branched-chain  
stru cture, assu m ing concentrations of stra igh t- and branched- chain sp ec ie s  to have 
been the sam e before ion ization . Abundances of the branch-chain  structure are re­
p resented  by£x£[]> those of the stra igh t-chain  referen ce compound by£Xj£j. Based 
on bond en erg ies  we m ay say.
Thus, ion abundances ra tios which are greater than unity w ill appear in p a irs , and 
the sum  of their m a sse s  w ill equal the m a ss of the parent m olecu lar ion. For pur­
p ose of developing a notation sy stem , two further points m ust be considered:
1. Ionization c r o ss  section  depends to a great extent upon constitution of a molecule 
rather than upon its  stru cture.
2. Total ion current rep resen ts a reasonable approxim ation of the ion c r o ss  sec­
tio n /
A s the ion c r o ss  section  and total ion current in the iso m er ic  alkanes would be the 
sam e, for the purposes of the argum ent the observed  valu es are treated  as if they 
w ere m athem atically  exact. We th erefore, in the c a se  w here d ifferen ces are ob­
served , sc a le  the ion currents of the branched-chain alkanes up or down to bring 
them into lin e with those of the n -alkanes; in other w ords, the branched-chain m ole­
cu les  are n orm alised  to the stra igh t-chain  m olecu le having the sam e num ber of car­
bons.
F or a general an a lysis , the s e r ie s  of alkyl ions and their a ssoc ia ted  abundances 
have been considered  the m o st u sefu l. Not only can they be assigned  in pairs by 
the relationship  P + ' = X+ + Y4-, but they are usually  the m ost im portant of a ll the 
ions a ssoc ia ted  with a given carbon num ber. .
The follow ing n otation .is hereby adopted:
XY + e  ► X+  Y' + 2e or X  Y +  + 2e
The sam e exp ression  m ay be w ritten for Y:
Y + YE
^ n^ 2n+ 2 ~ ^  4- CmH2m+l) — / + mn  2 n +  2
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which in the shorthand nom enclature b ecom es
[CyH^ >+^BRANCHED] (2;STRAIGHT) /E z K
(2;BRANCHED) [C^H^; STRAIGHT] * K  *  2 E
Finally, we adopt the index q / which is  assign ed  the va lu e of unity if  r ^ is  equal 
to or greater than one and a value of zero  if  r ^ is  le s s  than one.
A condensed form  of the nom enclature for 3-m ethylheptane appears in the fo llow ­
ing figure where the stra igh t-chain  referen ce compound, ^  is  n -hexane and the 
branched-chain hydrocarbon is  represented  by / E-
Table 1
Cn^2n+1 / vi q/.
15 1 3. 90 3. 00 1 .08 1
29 2 42. 50 34. 50 1. 02 1
43 3 100.00 100. 00 0. 83 0
57 4 67. 30 34 .20 1 .6 4 1
71 5 3.05 28. 30 0. 09 0
85 6 48. 60 29 .50 1. 37 1
99 7 0 .76 0. 07 9.03 1
114 (8) 2. 99 6. 74 0. 37 (1)
2 485.26 403.71
*7 = / E  X
 ^K




D istribution of q valu es is  now further developed. If m olecular sp ec ie s  of the 
general form  CnH2n+l+ are arranged equidistantly along an axis they should group 
in pairs:
/  = 1 and n-1
/  = 2 and n -2  etc.
The /  valu es which are equidistant from  the center of the m olecule should have 
the sam e q va lu es. In the ca se  of 3-m ethylheptane, for instance:
/=  2, q2 = 1
/  = 6, q6 = 1
both of which are equidistant from^the center of the m olecu le at carbon number four. 
In the determ ination of the structure of the m olecu le, one d erives /  + m , where 
K  / ,  m < n /2  or (n - l) /2 .  In the ca se  of 3-m ethylpentane, there are three such  
pairs: 4, 4; 2, 6; 1, 7 each pair of which rep resen ts q^ valu es of unity or "1."
The cr it ica l operation in th is approach to m a ss sp ectra l an alysis appears to be 
the se lection  of the referen ce compound ( i .e .  the n-hexane in the exam ple just 
given) with which the "unknown" is  com pared. Although reasonable su c c e ss  has 
been achieved by using referen ce compounds corresponding to the straight-chain  
compound of the sam e carbon num ber, it is  not com pletely  appreciated how c lo se  
in structure the "unknown" and referen ce compounds m ust be to allow  a sa tisfactory  
analysis.
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Application of se t theory a lso  a llow s one to generate the p o ssib le  structure of ion 
groupings from  an unknown. T h ese groups in the ca se  of the alkanes are of the 
form  -CH3, -C 2H5 e tc . and sh all be represented  by the arabic num erals 1, 2 etc.
If a rad ical appears m ore than once in a sin g le m olecu le , it  is  given a separate 
notation for each tim e it appears.
F or exam ple, in 2, 2', 3-trim ethylpentane, there are four d ifferent m ethyl groups 
which m ay be uniquely identified  as 1, 1', 1", l m. T his co llection  of sym bols re­
p resen ts  su b sets of the com plete or u n iversa l se t  represen ted  by P  or the appro­
p riate carbon number; th is number would be '8' of cou rse  in the c a se  of the octanes. 
In addition, a null or empty se t  containing no e lem en ts, m ust be considered . Each 
sym bol (1, l 1, 1" , I 1", e t c . ) rep resen ts a proper subset of the u n iversa l se t and 
there are a lso  two im proper su b sets , the null se t  and the u n iversa l se t  itse lf .
With the exception of the null se t, each se t, or subset contains e lem en ts which are 
identified  with the num ber of carbons contained in the rad ica l under consideration.
Thus, trim ethylpentane is  represen ted  by the u n iversa l se t 8_ a s w ell as by at 
le a s t  one subset 4; th ese  s e ts  contain 8^ and 4 elem en ts resp ec tiv e ly . In a system  
of fin ite order, an im portant relationship  ex is ts  between se ts  and su b sets .
N MN
A— B- - N = 2 A - 2 nC2(A— B)
A AB
LMN
+ 2  nC3(A~B-'C)..( — l)n-1[A~B...— tf]
ABC
Capital le tte r s  rep resen t s e ts  or su b sets , — rep resen ts union of s e ts  and ~  repre­
sen ts the in tersection  of se ts .
Again, referr in g  to 2, 2’, 3-trim ethylheptane in which the m ethyl group occurs 
four tim es, we depict in F ig . 1 a se t representation  of th is compound:
F ig
autom atically, four d istinct heptyl groups are generated, represen ted  by 7, 71, 7", 
and 7'". In the figure on the right, the so lid  line rep resen ts the portion of the struc­
ture which is  com m on to each of the heptyl groups; i . e .  a butyl chain. 7 represents 
the total structure le s s  the m ethyl indicated by the dotted line; 7', the total structure 
l e s s  the m ethyl group indicated by the dashed lin e etc .
In order to m ake further an a lysis ea s ie r , we introduce the concept of se t  in tersec­
tion. Since it i s  c lea r  that none of the su b sets 1, 1', 1", 1"' can in te rse ct with each 
other, we m ay say  that the in tersection  of 1 with 1' for in stance, is  the null set.
However, th is condition does not apply to m em bers of the subset which is  repre 
sented by the num eral 1_ b ecause the in tersection  of 7^  with V_ w ill include a ll of the 
m olecu le which is  com m on to both.
D ealing with the m ethyl rad ica ls can be sim p lified  by con sid erin g  the property of 
se ts  which sta tes that the in tersection  of any se t  with the null se t  is  i t s e lf  the null 
se t. Since a ll in tersection s of the su bsets 1, 1', e t c . , taken two at a tim e, yield  
only the n u ll-se t, any in tersection  of three or m ore su b sets w ill be equivalent to 
in tersection  of an individual se t  with the null se t.
The situation with the heptyl rad ica ls is  different; taken three at a tim e, the in­
tersectio n  of 7, 7', and 7" y ie ld s a subset with five carbon atom s. An illustration  
of th is application follows:
C onsider a se t  A which is  a ssoc ia ted  with a fam ily of su b sets , B]_, B 2, e t c . , hav­
ing the follow ing properties:
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a. A is  a union of se ts , Bj_, B 2, etc .
b. for a given p air of su b sets , say  B-^  and B2, e ither B^ = B 2 or the in tersection  
of and B 2 = 0.
Such a fam ily  of se ts  is  ca lled  a partition of A. In octane, for instance, the su bsets  
4 and 4' are a partition of P  for 4 in tersection  4' equals 0 and one of th ese  is  branch­
ed at the point of attachm ent.
Since su b sets 1 and 2 w ere observed  in the actual an a lysis , we m ay write:
2,4
1 ^ 2  = 1 + 2 + 4 -  2 nC2(i:2) +K 2:4 = 7 -  <6 -  i:4 -  2:4+ ^
1,2
and sin ce 1:2 = #  4 = 7 — 1:4 — 2:4 or 3 = 1:4 +  2:4
The in tersection  of 1 with 4 contains one elem ent only; therefore the in tersection  
of 2 with 4 contains two elem en ts and the structure for the butyl group appears.
Other p o ssib le  su b sets m ay be deduced in a s im ila r  way.
Detailed investigation  of se v er a l a sp ects of se t  theory are at p resen t in p ro g ress  
at the U n iversity  of Glasgow; further developm ent w ill be published as they are  
available.
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Some considerations o f  the naive analysis 
o f  structure
R. I. R E E D  ami D. H. R C 3 E R T S 0 N
Department o f  Chemistry, University o f Glasgow 
Glasgow W2, Scotland, U.K.
I t is alw.., usier to explain the presence of a p .macular pe^ic in a mass 
spectrum m.„. o ore die. . e to be expelled in the sm.c.rum of a
particular c-.< . -m; h or, /  a, hen this Iaue. oroblem is attempted
that the naiv . uoderstandl-.^ is fully realised.
J O H N  B E Y N O N
The me o f m atheinciica ..ysis - -..mi established in the fields o f com­
ma ... .ion theory and data reduction; computer programmes are available 
for Handling this kind of inform ation and the expertise whereby the tech­
nique may be applied to practical problems has reached a highly developed 
state. The authors o f this presentation have been concerned with the possibil-. 
ty o f applying one or r on. of these m athem atical methods to the analysis o f 
mass spectra. Using c.ma ...my set theory as a starting point, a  straight- 
orw ard m ethod is devcl. d whereby mass spectral data can be m ani­
pulated to provide diagno^m: criteria for the various ions in the spectrum 
ander consideration.
The problem  of identification of an unknown by comparison with a data 
bank . ’ m m. spectra has received considerable attention. The specific 
techr cw._,.oyed for the retrieval depends whether one is working with 
high oA resolution data. A  promising beginning has been made with 
respc . . i,/ , .solution spectra1; the situation with high resolution is con-
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siclerably more difficult to define. M ost recently the principle of artificial 
intelligence has been applied to these analyses2. In  the latter.case the_com— 
puter is provided with a programme which allows it to estimate the agree­
ment of the unknown spectrum when it is compared against a so-called 
training set of spectra; the computer is thus able to decide to which classifica-~ 
tion  the unknown belongs.
Inasm uch as modern mathematical techniques are highly dependent upon 
the use of computers for the purpose of reducing and processing gross quan­
tities of otherwise unwieldy data, it has been considered desirable to develop 
a m ethod o f mass spectral analysis which would incorporate the binary 
principle. A ppropriate use of set theory allows this to be realised. Some o f 
the investigations, especially those involving cycloalkanes, suggest tha t strict 
adherence to a binary classification may not be feasible. .
In its simplest form, naive analysis allows one to consider the ions p ro ­
duced in a mass spectrometer as subsets or (in the case of an individual ion) 
as a member of the universal set o f all possible ions which may arise from  
the fragm entation of an organic molecule. W ith this basic premise we have 
used naive set theory successively to__examine alkanes, alkenes and cyclo­
alkanes. As the work has progressed it has been found tha t the simple cri- ' 
terion which was assumed for alkanes does not completely satisfy-the latter-^ 
two classifications of hydrocarbons. The problem o f a. criterion or criteria^ 
upon which a mass spectral analysis is based has no t been solved w ith com­
plete satisfaction; however, the development o f these applications will be 
presented as they have occurred in the laboratory. How they-may be used 
a t present in  spectrum analysis will be indicated and areas for future in ­
vestigation will be suggested, whereby application of the technique may be 
extended to further classes of organic compounds. \
The source of data in each case is the A .P .I.3  file o f mass spectra, the use o f . 
which assumes the comparison of an unknown with one or m ore reference 
com pounds. The comparison is made ion for ion between unknown and refer­
ence compound. In  the ideal case, the structure of the unknowirTnay be 
deduced by determining whether or not it has a positive co rre la tio n  with an— 
ion in the reference compound. (It is implicitly- assumed th a t each ion 
which appears in  the spectrum of the reference com pound has a particular 
relationship to the structure o f the molecule frQnTwhich it comes.) There 
is variable success in “predicting” an unknown'structure depending on which 
reference com pound is used and what criterion (criteria) is (are) employed. 
The reference com pound which has been selected for the initial analyses is
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the straight-chain alkane containing the same number of carbons as the 
“ unknow n” structure with which it is compared. Although some experi­
m entation has been made with the use of different compounds, the results 
are far from  definitive. A somewhat more detailed discussion of this prob­
lem is treated in the section on alkenes.
Inasm uch as we can freely define what constitutes the membership of a 
set, the potential inherent in the use o f naive set analysis is great. The uni­
versal set may be looked upon as containing all the possible ions resulting 
from  fragm entation in the mass spectrometer o f all the known organic com­
pounds (we tacitly assume that the treatm ent is restricted to the realm of 
organic chemistry). In the simplest situation which can be imagined, one 
could select a subset from  the universal set which would embody all the ions 
necessary to provide a unique diagnostic for a given class of com pound i.e. 
set A is composed of all the ions which are required to identify unambiguously 
the class, hydrocarbons. The set A will likewise be subject to subdivision 
into further subsets, which represent, in the case of the above example, such 
classifications as alkanes, alkenes, alkynes, cycloalkanes and cycloalkenes.
There are some pitfalls which one may fall into when m aking the trans­
lation from  naive set theory to more rigorous considerations. Among these 
are the axiom of choice, Z orn’s lemma and the well-ordering theorem. How­
ever, a t the present point of development there is need for little more than  
an awareness of these pitfalls. As the set theory approach is formalised in 
future work mere awareness will no t be enough. j
j
a L X a N E S  j
.Before the actual m anipulation o f data is begun, it is necessary to provide a  
series o f assum ptions which in this initial case are applicable to alkanes in 
particular. Later in this article we shall discuss their application to the alkenes 
and cycloalkanes. ' -
These i nitiai assum ptions (relative to alkanes) a re : ~ j
1 . fragm entation o f a parent ion is favoured at points o f chain branching 
with preferred elimination of the largest branch, I
2 . ions o f even mass often arise in association with such fissions,!due to 
concom itam  hydrogen rearrangements, and  —_
3 . the parent m olecular ion o f a branched chain alkane is less abundant 
than  th a t o f the isomeric straight-chained alkane.
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I t is also necessary to consider the fact that isomeric ions may be formed, in 
which case the observed ion currents (as obtained in these calculations by the 
addition of the individual normalised ion intensity values taken directly from 
the A.P.I. data  sheets) for any given mass will be represented by the sum of 
the individual isomeric ions. j
In  so for as the use of set theory implies a collection o f all possible 
ions which can be conceived as being formed from  a given structure, regard­
less of whether or not they are actually produced in the mass', spectrometer, 
a criterion m ust be adopted for rejecting unacceptable ions i.e. those which 
do not actually appear in the list of mjq* ratios in the A .P.I. tables of spectra. 
In addition there is also the possibility o f sequential reactions occurring; 
however, it is obviously not possible to make any allowances for this pheno­
m enon w ithout first assuming some inform ation about the structure which 
one is attem pting to determine. In the case of an actual analysis, structural 
inform ation about the unknown would of course be absent. As the rationale" 
behind the technique is to provide a means of comparison bebveen reference 
com pound and unknown which will allow identification of tjpie latter, such 
a possibility shall not be considered in this treatm ent. Thus it is th a t the ions 
which result in a given spectrum are used for analysis w ithout scrupulous 
consideration of their origin.
The approach to saturated hydrocarbons (alkanes) is based on the observa­
tion tha t the m ajor differences which occur among their respective spectra 
will be found in the branched chain compound of a given carbon number. 
It is in this manner that a means of locating the branching point in an iso­
meric alkane is obtained i.e. by comparing its principal ions of the general 
form ula C„H J„"+1 with the comparable ions in the straight chain compound.
based on the assum ption that total ion current is the same for each isomer, 
intensities of ions formed by fragmentation at a branch will be greater than  
the same empirical ion from the straight chain reference standard. Analogous 
behaviour has been observed with regard to the alkenes. ■ - ■ ■ - - -■
A binary oriented ratio  is employed which works out to be “ 1” if  the ion 
has a diagnostic value relative to  the reference compound and “ 0 ” if  it does 
not. In  term s of our set theory treatm ent, it is observed tha t ratios with a 
value o f “ 1 ” are found to have a symmetrical distribution around the centre 
of the molecule; this centre (again in terms o f set theory and for the n — 1 
ion, where n =" number of carbons) is a t nj2 for ions from  odd numbered
* The use of mlq follows :ne suggestion of the American Institute of Physics.
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carbon compounds. It should be noted in regard to th e /  values, which are 
subsequently developed, that their distribution is likewise sym m etricararound 
the centre of the molecule. (Please see note in Table 1.) [
The ionization process for the molecule X Y  is considered a s : !
X Y +  e-> X + + Y  + 2e or 1  +  Y + +  2e I
Table 1
C„H2n+1 I 1e r i
I
■
15 1 3.90 3.00 1.08 ! i
29 2 42.50 34.50 1.02 i i
43 3 100.00 100.00 0.83 j 0
57 . 4 67.30 . 34.20 1.64 i
71 5 3.05 28.30 0.09 —
85 6 48.60 29.50 1.37
99 7 0.76 0.07 9.03 "1
114 (8) 2.99 6.74 0.37-' (i)
£ 485.26 403.71 . •
h  Z k IE 403.71
11 1 v> ‘K +‘E lK 485.26
K  =  the known reference standard; in this case it is n-octane.
E  — ; unknown compound whose structure is sought; here, it is 3-methylheptane.
£  =. W a l  ion current taken as the sum of normalised individual ion intensities.
lE — ion .ntensity (unknown).
lK ar. ion intensity (reference compound).
Values for / ,  which are diagnostic for the ions are distributed symmetrically around the 
value for C4, which represents both C4 fragments arising from bond cleavage between C4 
ana C5 (n-octanc) and/or C3-C 4 (3-methylheptane).
I t is assumed bond dissociation energies of the carbon-carbon bonds in- 
neuirai alkane molecules occur in decreasing order: prim ary >  secondary 
>  tertiary and thus the concentration of X  and/or- Y  radicals would bp. 
greater for the branched chain structure, assuming the concentration o f 
straight- and branched chain species to have-been the same before ioniza­
tion . A bundance of the branched-chain ion is represented by [XE ], th a t o f 
the straight chain reference compound by [A ^]- Based on bond energies, 
we may say tha t the ratio  ofJi>ranched-Ao straight-chained structures is 
equal to  or greater than “ 1” , i f .  X e I Xk >: 1 . The same type o f expression 
may be w ritten for the “ T ” ion, i.e. Y b I Y £  1. Thus, in general, ion
20 Reed
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abundance ratios which are greater than unity will appear in pairs, and the 
sum of their masses will o f course equal the mass o f the parent molecular 
ion (see Table 1 ).
F or the purposes of this investigation it shall be assum ed'that ionization 
cross section depends to  a greater extent upon constitution of a molecule than- 
upon its structure and tha t total ion current represents a  reasonable approx­
im ation of the ion cross section. Otvos and Stevenson4  suggest tha t there is 
simply a proportionality between cross section and total ion current. I t will 
be pointed out in the discussion of cycloalkane analysis th a t fo r the purpose 
of obtaining diagnostic values, the original approxim ation is satisfactory.
ideally, the ion cross section (u) and total ion current (27) for the isomeric 
hydrocarbons would be the same. F or the purpose o f the argum ent the 
obseiwed values are treated as if they were mathematically exact, although 
in  actual fact c  is only approximately so for different isomers. Therefore, in 
the case where differences are observed, the ion currents o f the branched- 
chain alkanes are scaled down to bring them into line with those o f the 
«-alkanes; in other words, the branched chain molecules are normalized to 
the straight chain molecule having the same number of carbons.
F o r a general analysis, the series of aikyi ions and their associated abun­
dances have been considered the m ost useful. N ot only can they-be^assigned_ 
in pairs oy the relationship P  = X *  + Y + but they are_usually--thbhmQst 
nnportant of all the ions associated with a given carbon number.
The following simple notation is hereby adopted which underlies the con­
nexion between the ion formed from  the paren t: ____
CnH lU i  = ? +- =  (Q H 2l+l + Cm/ / 2m+1) +- =  / +  m
The shorthand nomenclature for normalizing to the straight chain com pound 
is as follows:
f  Ie \  A,- _  [Cp-lT^i (branched)] ■ 27(straight chain) "
\  lK )  TT 27 (branched) [Q H 2 1 + 1  (straight chain)]
.Finally,- we adopt one additional index/* which is assigned the value o f “ 1 ” 
ir r t is equu. to or greater than  “ 1 ” and a value of .‘>0 ” if  r, is less than  “ 1 ” .
A  condensed form  o f the nomenclature,Rising 3-methylheptane as an 
example is given in Table 1. Again, only The ion is represented. The 
reference com pound, denoted by subscript K, is w-octane. ;
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D istribution o f th e / ,  values is now further developed. If  ionic species of 
the general form  C fd ^ + x  are arranged equidistantly along an axis, they 
should group in pairs e.g.
I — 1 and I = n —  1
1 = 2 and I = n — 2
based on the fact tha t a  com pound of carbon num ber n produces an ion of 
carbon num ber / and an ion of carbon num ber n — I. The values of /  which 
are equidistant from the centre of the molecule should have the sam e/, values. 
In  the case o f 3-methylheptane,
1 = 2, f 2 = I ■





both  of which are equidistant from  the centre of the molecule which is at 
carbon 4. (See note in Figure 1.) In  the determ ination of the structure of the 
molecule, one derives I + m , where 1 <  /, m < nj2 or (n — l ) / 2  and- 
m = n — I. Again referring to  3-methylheptane, there are three such pairs.:
4,4; 2,6 and 1,7
The use of set theory also allows one to generate the possible structure of 
ion groupings from  an unknown. These groups are of the form  *CH3,
• C ;.H5, etc. and are represented by the arabic numerals 1, 2 etc., correspond­
ing to the carbon number. If  a radical appears more than once in a single, 
molecule, it m ust be given a separate notation each time it appears. F or 
example, in 2,2' 3 -trimethylpentane, there are four different methyl groups 
(as indicated in Figure 1) which may be uniquely identified as 1, 1', 1", T V  
Trds collection of symbols represents subsets of the complete or universal 
set nich is itself represented by P  or the appropriate carbon num ber; this 
nu.- .ocr would of course be S in the case of the octanes. In  addition, a  null 
or empty set which contains no elements m ust be considered.
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+
ABC
Each symbol (1, 1', 1 ", V", 2, 3, etc.) represents.a^pmper subset of the uni­
versal set; there are also two im proper subsets, the null set andtfTe -universal 
set itself. W ith the exception of the null-set, each set or subset contains ele^ ' 
ments which are identified with the num ber of carbons contained in the
radical under consideration. Thus, trimethylpentane_is-^epr©sented--by- the...
universal set 8  as well as by a t least one subset 4; these.sets contain 8 and 4 
elements respectively.
A \JZ\J  " - V 7  N = 2 A -  5 C ,  (a A B
A 2 V
LMN Pt / ^
2_ C, (a A 3 A  C • • ■
(-i)n’'|AAB • • • ANj
Figure 2
In  a system of finite order, an im portant relationship existsdyetween sets 
and their subsets. Capital letters represent sets or subsets, u  represents thei. 
union of sets and n  represents the in tersection 'of sets. Again referring to 
2 ,2 ',3-trimethylpentane in which the meaty! group occurs'four times, we 
depict in Figure 3 a set rep resen ta tio n al the compound. A utom atically,
4 distinct heptyl groups can now be generated; these are represented by 7, 7',
7" and 7"'. (Since there are four distinct methyl groups, there will be an equal 
num ber of heptyl groups i.e. groups o f the form  P —C H 3, where P denotes the 
parent. In  Figure 3, the solid line represents the portion  o f the structure 
which is common to each of the heptyl groups; i.e., a  butyl chain. The 
num eral 7 represents the to tal structure less the methyl indicated by the dotted 
line; 7', the total structure less the methyl group indicated by the dashed 
line, etc.
In  order to  make further analysis easier, we introduce the concept o f set 
intersection. Since i t  is clear th a t none of the subsets 1 ,1 ', 1", 1"' can inter­
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sect with each other, we may say tha t the intersection of 1  w ith 1 ', for in­
stance, is the null set. However, this condition does no t apply to members of 
the subset represented by the numeral 7 because the intersection of 7 w ith 7' 
will include tha t part of the molecule which is common to  both.
Consideration o f the methyl radicals can be simplified by considering the 
property of sets which states th a t the intersection of any set w ith the null 
set is itself null. I t is clear th a t the subsets 1, 1 ', I" and V" cannot intersect 
one with the other, so that 1 : 1 ' = 0  for all intersections of methyl groups;
l'"
£ hC 2 (1 n  1') =  0.
i
The situation with the heptyl (C7) radicals is different; takem th ree 'a tT f 
time, the intersection of 7 ,7 ' and 1" yields a subset w ith 5 carbon atom s, as 
seen in Figure 4. A n illustration of this application follows:
i r\ 7* r \ i n
Figure 4
Consider a set A which is associated with a family of subsets b —  1, b — 2, 
etc., having the following properties:
1. A is a union of sets, for instance, b and c.
2. F or any given pair o f subsets b and c, either b equals c or b n  c equals 0 .  
Such a family of sets is called a partition  o f A. In  octane, for instance, the 
subsets 4 and 4' are the partition  of P  since 4 n  4' equals 0 .  - —  j—
Inasm uch as subsets 1  and 2  were observed in  the actual analysis, we may 
w rite: ^  '
F  . 2 . 4  -  • • F -
1 u  2  u  4 = 1 +  2  +  4 -  £  ”C 2  (1:2) 1:2: 4 ______  —
1.2 .
=  7 -  0  -  1 :4  -  2 :4  +  0    —\ \ • \ V V
Since 1 :2  =  0  4 =  7 — 1 :4  — 2 :4
or 3 =  1 :4  2 :4
Figure 5
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The intersection of 1 with 4 contains one element only, therefore 2 n 4  con­
tains two elements and the structure for the butyl or C4  group emerges. 
O ther possible subsets may be deduced in a similar way.
W hen defines are considered, two features o f the molecule become im portant 
from  the standpoint of naive analysis: the points o f chain branching and the 
location of the double bond. The following _r.ules- may-be-usedrwrthiyotfif 
alkanes and/or alkenes: W
1 . the parent molecular ion is biggest for thy, straight chain isomer
2. loss of a C x fragm ent is likely only for a C H 3  side chain
3. fragm entation is in general m osflikely a t highly branched carbons
4. C 3  and C4  fragments are always prom inent in alkane spectra.
Owing principally to the presence of the unsaturation, ions from  an alkene 
are more stable than and occur with greater relative intensities than  ana­
logous ions from alkane structures. It is also observed m at the abundance o f 
the parent peak in an alkane, relative to its fragment peaks, is greater than  
in the case of saturated hydrocarbons. It is unfortunate for the purposes of 
establishing rules for alkenes, tha t the latter trend is found to reverse itself 
above C6; this may be related to the observation th a t low mass unsaturated 
ions are more stable than the saturated ions of com parable mass (i.e. com­
parable ions from  paraffins). Generally speaking, one may say th a t the 
preferred point of fragm entation in the define molecule is allylic to the 
double bond. In  addition there exists a greater tendency for rearrangem ent 
to  occur in  the mass specircm etric analysis o f unsaturated hydrocarbons 
with the net result tha t their mass spectra are less sensitive to variations in 
m olecular structure. Given these considerations, a series o f define spectra 
will be studied (defines which are structually similar) w ith a tten tion  to  the 
41 and 55 peaks and the two series:
The series of ions o f the form  CJHFn-i (a, above) predom inates but w ith a 
decrease in magnitude with increasing m olecular weight; there is a t the same 
tim e an increase in  prominence of the m olecular ion.
A L K E N E S
a) 41, 55, 69, 83, etc.
b) 42, 56, 70, 84, etc.
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Table 2 . '
Compound 
(A.P.I. no.) PAIR a b
'  ’ 99 1,5 .+ , +
V , • \ v 
“ » +
2,4 + ,  +  • — , +
3,3 0.73,0.73 0.53,0.53
100 1,5 +  , +  ■ + , 4-
2,4 +  , + +  , +
3,3 T , 4* +  , 4-
101 1,5 +  ,' + +  , +
2,4 +  , 4-
3,3 +  » + 4-, 4*
102 1,5 +  »• + +  » 4-
2,4 0.86, + 0.77, -
3,3 4", -r +  , +
103 1,5 +  , + 4", 4-
2,4 - ~ ,  -
3,3 +  , + +  , +  ~
104 1,5 +  , + +  , 4-
2,4 0.88, + 0.78,--P '
3,3 +  , + 4", 4*
27 6 1,5 +  , + 4-, 4-
2,4 0.85, + 0.77, +








0.84, +  




+  , 4- 
4- 
+  . +
+  , +  




+  , +  
0.99, +  
+  , +






+  , +  








525 1,5 + ,  +  +  , +■
2,4 , - , +  ■ - j
3,3 + , '+  +  , +|
99 -  trans-hcx-2-ene
100 -  trans-hex-3-ene
101 -  3-met’nyIpent-l-ene
102 -  4-methyIpent-l-ene
103 -  2-methylpent-2-cne
104 -  3-mcthyl-cis-pent-2-ene 
276 -  2-methylpent-l-ene
278 -  4-methyl-trans-pent-2-ene
279 -  4-methyl-eis-pent-2-ene 
399 -  cis-hex-3-cne
524 -  2,3-dimeihylbut-l-ene
525 -  2,3-dimcthylbut-2-ene
Column a represents data for n-hexane; column b data for hcx-l-ene 
-+• indicates that a correlation exists; — that a correlation is absent; where decimal frac­
tions are given, the intention is to suggest that values of the ratios which are less than 1 
(sec the "1” or “0” criterion in text) may have diagnostic value, especially when they are 
near 1.00 in value
It m ust be noted th a t the even mass peaks may be confused w ith those 
formed by double fragm entation in paraffins unless a metastable transition 
is observed. The hydrogen rearrangements which are so very prevalent in 
alkenes result in m igration of radical sites along the chain ; therefore tKedoea- 
tion  of the double bond has very little influence upon the spectrum  except" 
in those instances where the double bond has undergone tetrasubstitution.
A nother basic problem in the use of the naive analysis o f spectra lies in 
the selection of the reference compound (see treatm ent of alkanes) w ith which 
an  unknown is compared for purposes of getting diagnostic ions. Thus it  is 
th a t the question again arises; How close in structure to the unknow n com­
pound m ust the reference compound be in order to provide such ions as 
occur in the observed spectra?
As a means of comparing reference compounds, the diagnostic pairs re­
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suiting from  a C 6  hydrocarbon (see alkane data) are listed in-Table 2, 
namely: 1,5; 2,4 and 3,3. Each C 6  mcnoalkene has been compared for these 
pairs using (a) «-hexane and (b) hex-l-eae as reference compounds. Based 
on our earlier comments as regards the general lack of influence which 
saturation has in alkene spectra, it would not be supposed that any significant 
difference in diagnostic value of the various CnH 2„ - i  ions would manifest 
itself when the reference compo und is changed. The data in Table 2 indicate 
th a t such a  difference does exist (specifically with respect to the 2,4 pair of 
ions) depending upon which of the two reference compounds is used. The 
2,4 pair corresponds to iom  at masses 27 and 55 respectively, both  of which 
would be expected in alkene spectra since they are of the form  CnH 2n- i -
Study of the twelve C 6  alkenes in the table indicates tha t if  the molecule is 
symmetrical w ith respect to  the distribution of side chains or is straight 
chained (consider compounds 95,101,104, and 399) the same diagnostic value 
is obtained for the 2,4 ion pair from  both reference compounds. Hjpwever, 
in the case o f unsymmetrical molecules (see compounds 102, 103, 278, 279,
. 524 and 525) one fails to obtain diagnostic value for the 2,4 ion pair when 
hex-l-ene is used as the reference com pound; this failure occurs specifically 
w ith .. .w Cb member of the pair. One is thus led to postulate th a t in the trea t­
m ent by naive analysis the um aturated function assumes a degree o f im­
portance in establishing the diagnostic value of certain ions, i t  is further 
observed that those compounds with a low intensity in their mass spectra for 
the C .. .on at mass 55 are the same compounds which fail to give diagnostic 
val . d r  dte Cd ion when the reference compound is changed from n-hexane
to >. ~ x -OiiC.
In atterr.ptir.g m apply set theory to  analysis o f mass spectra, there is an 
awe .encm of Etc mortcomings in general applicability of-this concept- to-all 
typvL tc o m p .,  m. ..s. It was felt initially tha t hydrocarbons offered the sim­
plest group of m cctra with which to test the theory. Particularly after the 
observe., on hum been made th a t the define spectra, when subjected to  set 
theory analysis, are sensitive to structural variation, it seems possible th a t 
the simplicity o f structural elements (C and H) conceals m uch m ore than  
was expected from  the early investigations concerning alkanes.
C Y C L O A L K A N E S  j '
In  the preceding treatm ent o f alkanes and alkenes, the basis o f analysis was 
the occurrence of preferred fragm entation at a  point o f chain branching, to
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yield ions of the formula C„Hfii + i and Q jH L -i respectively. Use of these 
ions has been shown to be satisfactory for generation of a structural formula, 
at least under those conditions imposed upon the analysis in this early stage 
of development.
W hen dealing with alkanes, chain branching constituted the only possible 
difference in structure between the reference straight chain hydrocarbon and 
the unknown alkane being considered. In  the case of the alkenes, position 
and extent of unsaturation becomes a second factor in comparisonpvith the, 
reference com pound and hence the need for more exhaustive, investigation 
of the effect upon analysis of a change in reference compound.
As only the simplest case of an alkyl substituted fully saturated ring 
system is studied (in the initial approach to cyclic hydrocarbons) the  types 
of ions which m ust be considered for an analysis are still only tw o: a) the 
alkyl ions which arise from the alkyl chains in the original cyclic structure 
an d b ) an alkenyl series, resulting from any sequence containing analicyclic 
ring. In the earlier work, if r, was greater than or equal to unity / =  1, 
otherwise /  =  0 .
In the present series, (inasmuch as the reference com pound of choice is- 
still the straight chain alkane of the same carbon number as the cyclic-mole^ 
cule being analysed) one is comparing the abundance of the corresponding 
... icnyl ions from a cyclo- and a norm al alkane.  "  “
hue a.xenyi ion from a cycioalkane is formed by simple fission; however, 
...e distribution of positive charge between the resultant moieties is not equal. 
Gwter considerations being the same, the cyclic portion of the molecule will 
yk ;c  .he preponderance of the fragment ions, if  only because of its lower 
t tr.ization potential. Form ation of an alkenyl ion from  the reference alkane 
&nouid involve loss of two hydrogen atoms from  the alkyl ion, >vhich is 
ass w .o d  to be formed first and thus the process does not lend itself to 
straightforw ard thermochemical arguments. ;
Even if both ions have the same ionic formula, it cannot be assumed “ a 
p rio ri” tha t there is any value in the ratio of their abundances.
Thus it is that we alter our test for diagnostic requirement of a ratio  value 
for any given ionic species; the ” 0 ” or “ 1 ” criterion is abandoned and the 
occurrence of a local maximum in the ratio is taken as the new criterion. How­
ever, the general conclusion that lE increases at a branch point is unim paired 
_ rua„ in a survey of ratios a local maximum may be considered in the same 
m a.m er i.e. a local maximum rather than the “ 0 ” versus “ 1 ” evaluation is 
observed to reveal a branching point.
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Ionization cross section values of Otvos and Stevenson4  were used in the 
calculations with alkanes and alkenes, in which cases they were assumed to 
approxim ate the values for total ion current obtained by addition o f the 
intensity values for the ions appearing in the A.P.I. spectra. The availability 
o f a distinct set of ionization cross section values (cf. M ann5) prom pted a 
com parison of results using both sets. This comparison showed a difference 
o f the orccr of 3 %; but, as the positions'of the maxima were no t observed 
to  change when M ann’s values were substituted; investigations were con- 
tinued with those of Otvos and Stevenson.
The present method of calculation is thus as follows. Separate the ions of 
the mass spectrum into their various series C„HJn+1, C frE n, etc. Let lE re­
present the observed ion current for C„HJ,, + 1 in the unknown^and lK th a t 
o f the corresponding ion in the known; E e is the total ion current o f ITand- 
Z K the same .'.hue for K. The ionization cross-section for E  is represented 
by op- ana similarly for K. Then the corrected ratio values o f the ion currents 
for the ion C„HJ„ are l£ • (oEjE f) and lK ■ ( a f E f ) .  The com parisonofhthe se_
. ion currents is more difficult than formerly, as both a and E  differ for the 
two compounds. To obtain a reasonable assessment, we must adjust the , 
value of one (say E)  to allow for these differences. Let lE • ctEjEE —Jij& ndy  
correct it to  bring it to the same conditions as obtain for K. In  correcting for 
the differences of ionization cross section we replace h by h '( a E/ctK); by 
m aking a further correction for the total ion current, the expression becomes
,-SJL.E.
Ok Ze
The corrected value o f the ion current for E  becomes
I . °E °E .
Ee ok Ee
and th a t for the ratio  between the unknown and known ions
/ • °E ’ Ge ‘ ^ K I y '
*'cK -XE-ZEl ZK . . 'h
Hence, by regrouping
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and rearranging
\±E. • oKJ
Accordingly, as was assumed in the previous com m unication6, it  is sup­
posed th a t
a E " ^  j
* aK
and tha t the wanderings from  this simple theory are due to  variations in 
lon-conccuon efficiencies and similar small perturbations whose origins are 
not fully understood. A '
It has been assumed that the error introduced by assuming a-strict p ro ­
portionality of the total ion currents o f C,,H2/, and C„H2„+2-w ithm heir 
ionization cross sections is small. W ithin these limits analyses have been 
carried out upon a series of cycloalkanes of the .following generaL.typ.es:.. 
cyclohcxyleicosanes, cyclic systems with a terminal ring, cyclic systems with 
multiple substitution and compounds having more than one cyclic group.
For the purposes of illustrating the method of data m anipulation for this 
category of compound, the case of cyclohcxyleicosanes is discussed. They 
are very appropriate because a series of position isomers of such com pounds 
is available. The calculation is carried out in two stages. The first com parison 
is made between the alkyl ions of unknown and reference for the purposes of 
locating any branchpoints in the alkyl chains. Secondly, a comparable in­
vestigation is carried out for the alkenyl ions. The discussion of deductions 
for the isomer 5-cyclohexyleicosane will serve as an example.
The mass spectrum yields the molecular formula, C 2 6 H 52. A  .series of 
abundant alkyl ions are observed at mjq — 281 (the m ost abundant) and 
corresponding to  formula CJoK41; mjq = 155 (C f!H 23); m(q =  211 
(C ^ETu) and mjq = 309 (C 2 2 H 45). The alkenyl ion sequence shows the 
presence of C ^ H n , C fiH 21, C i 7 H 33, and C2 0 H 3 9  ([mjq =  83, 153, 237, 
and 279). Excepting C 2 0 H 3 9  and C 2 2 K 4 5  these ions form  a selficoiisistent 
elemental set which, by the methods used in the treatmen r d f  alkanes, yields 
a structure of the type C4 H 9 —CH(C 6 H n ) —C 1 5 H 30.
Three points m ust now be taken into consideration: 1) the nature of the 
C 6 H u  ring system; 2 ) me possibility of chain branching in the C 2 0 H 4 1  alkyl 
group and 3) the origin of the two ions C^qHW and C 2 2 H 4 5 . In  reference 
.0 point 1 ), the cyclic group may be either cyclohexyl, an isomer of the methyl-
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Table 3
H-Kcxa- Position of substitution (for cyclohcxyleicosanes) j
cosane.
( - 2 ) ( - 3 ) ( - 4 ) ( - 5 ) ( - 7 )  i ( - 9 )
A.P.I.




V 578.02 846.69 937.37 876.21 1084.49 1318.06 1372.64
Alkyl ions
/
3 14.800 0.399 0.407 0.451 0.351 0.303 i 0.277
4 17.300 0.244 0.271 0.307 0.241 0.247 0.248
5 9.913 0.197 0.217 0.258 0.240 0.214 ' 0.215
r 6.834 0.180 0.207 0.248 0.179 0.215 : 0.211' •
7 1.510 0.170 0.219 0.259' 0.2 IS 0.319 | 0.298
0.9S6 0.176 0.214 0.264 0.211 0.303 0.328
V 0.723 0.165 0.216 0.258 0.209 0.302 j 0.316
0.562 0.215 0.201 0.262 0.199 0.272 0.280
; a 0.441 0.146 0.200 0.256 0.212 " 0.222 !-0287^
12 0.369 0.139 0.195 0.239 0.187 0.28S 0.279 " '
13 0.318 0.135 0.1 S3 0.231 0.187 0.27S ; 0.235
14 0.282 0.130 0.170 0.233 0.176 0.252 0.216
15 0.246 0.121 0.165 0.204 0.189 0.190 0.211
16 0.220 0.107 0.142 0.203 07159 0.139 0.134
■ ~ 0.201 0.079 0.140 0.156 0.091 0.077 0.085
18 0.1S 5 0.093 0.238 0.083 0.058 0.048 0.074
19 0.173 0.020 0.C40 0.035 0.025 0.015 -0 .0 3 0 ""’
20 0.159 2.126 2.07 6 3.175 3.476 1.913 2.129
21 0.144 0.024 0.028 0.015 0.006 0.003
22 0.125 0.017 0.300 0.016 0.138 0.004 0.003
0.083 0.266 0.013 0.011
2*v 0.050 0.487 0.027
2:, 0.005 0.694 ~
26 0.005 1.667 0.375 0.900 0.177 0.256
Alkenyl ions
J 6.055 0.820 0.820 0.903 0.530 0.531___ -0:499
4 5.675 1.129 1.099 1.193 0.877 ,0.766 0.744
5 2.855 1.244 1.155 0.989 0.790.,-  0.609 0.551 —
6 2.059 4.480 3.232 3.317 2.199 1.636 JL 5 0 9 ^
7 1.251 1.372 1.173 1.650 / 1 . 492 ------1.417 ' 1.331
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Table 3 (cont.)
«-Hexa- Position of substitution (for cyclohcxyleicosanes)
cosane
( - 2 ) ( - 3 ) ( - 4 ) ( - 5 ) ( - 7 ) ( - 9 )
A.P.I.
No. 669 1263 1264 1265 1487 j  1036
'  i
1037
. 2 578.02 846.69 937.37 876.21 1084.49 1318.06 1372.64
Alkenyl ions
8 0.512 7.448 1.464 1.405 .1.575 j1.790 1.656
9 0.213 1.175 9.156 1.787 1.338 2.389 . 2.276
10 0.078 1.330 2.281 19.084 2.021 2.681 3.455
11 0.042 1.530 2.496 3.291 28.085 3.161 4.122
12 0.028 1.753 2.717 3.103 3.083 '3.819 3.881
13 0.017 2.073 0.353 3.S04 3.238 32.293 4.361
14 0.012 2.141 3.646 4.167 3.243 i 5.556 5.125
15 0.C07 2.871 5.268 5.429 5.154 6.139 58.659
16 0.005 3.472 6.000 7.067 5.699 5.398 5.897 •
17 0.C03 4.419 9.167 10.000 6.964 - ! 5.294 8.286
18 0.003 3.954 7.917 7.111 5.536 3.971 •"  • 97.429
19 0.002 2.069 , 6.563 6.338 4.324 5.555 5.106 -
20 0.002 4.138 8.750 5.667 8.378 116.444 2.553
c E — 160.16 in all instances, for the compounds are isomers—,.________ j .
cK =  162.16 for //-hexacosar.e! me reference compound. ; ' "
i.r-cyclohcxyleicosane lx  ^ g e 2,k 
n-hexacosane gk T,e j
where x  =  position of substitution 
lx has two values, one for the alkyl ion series, one for the alkenyl ion series.
Ratios in bold type are considered the most re.uibie. ______
Values for mass 26 relate to the parent molecular ion and as such are notmiembers of the 
alkyl ion sequences.
eyciopentyl group or (less likely) a substituted cyclobutyl group. The latter 
unlikely on the basis of observed fragm entation patterns from  cyclobutyl- 
eontaining systems. The present form of naive analysis is not able to distin­
guish reliably between the first two of these possibilities.
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b ne second point, namely the possibility of chain branching, is considered 
to be remote because any such occurrences would imply a term inal cyclic
group. I f  one assumes this fragmentation to  provide allpjtejteoessaryfalkyl-----
ions ii would require two cleavages in the parent molecular ion, -V/hich phe­
nom enon is excluded by our analytical principles. • "
In regard to the third point, the origins of CJ0 I-R 3 and m ust be
considered. The latter may readily be assumed to arise from  cleavage within 
the ring, which would yield the observed R  =  C 2 0 THi- The complementary 
ion dew  not belong to either ion sequence here stucied and thus is an  ex­
ample of the utility of the present status of naive analysis.
D espite the failure to provide complete explanation for all ions occurring 
in the course of a particular analysis, the m ethod would appear to have 
advantages, especially its applicability in the technique of using.a reference ■ 
com pound which may be analysed in admixture with the unknown. Tech­
niques for subsequent recovery of the mass spectrum under these conditions 
are known. Thus, there is the possibility of overcoming problems due to 
short term  instrum ental variations and thereby allowing extension o f the 
analysis to any mass spectrometer with the requisite minimum resolution.
A m ere emailed treatm ent of the cycloalkane systems has been published6.
An Ir* 1 1 .effort, dealing with alkanes, has also appeared7.
W ortnwhile progress is currently being made with respect to a more com- • 
plc-.e treatm ent of systems with double bonds and those which include 
hetero-atom s i.e. atoms other than C. and H. Although far from  complete, 
these germinal ideas may serve as a beginning for a treatm ent of mass spectral 
data  which will in time assume appreciable significance.
N O T T S  O N  S E T  T H E O R Y  ■
The basic principles of set theory are few in number. A  statem ent o f these 
principles is necessary as use has been made of them  in the discussion on 
mass spectral interpretation.
A  set or class may be defined as a collection of objects called elements o f 
the set. Specifying the elements in a set defines that set. Set theory is the 
study of the relations of sets to one another and to their subsets; the applica­
tion of set theory provides a means of defining classes of objects in a very 
precise m anner and of establishing those relationships which exist between 
various groups of objects i.e. the ions of a mass spectrum.
All sets, regardless of what other elements they may contain, have as a
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member the null or empty set which is designated by the symbol 0 . This is 
v_uite different from the set which contains zero as an element.
Two sets are equal when they contain exactly the same elements or mem­
bers ; the order in which the elements are arranged in the two sets undergoing 
com parison is not im portant. Subset may be formally defined as any set 
which is contained in a given set; Any set may be a subset o f itself; however,- 
the special case of proper subset is defined as 'a. subset whichTcontains fewer 
members than the parent set. The num ber of possible subsets in  &_set-is~ 
given by 2", where n is equal to the number of elements in the parent set. .
The universal set (the set containing all possible subsets or elements in a 
given category) is different for each specific collection of conditions which
The complement of a given set Z, designated as Z ', contains all those ele­
m ents in the universal set U, of which Z  is a member, which are not indeed 
members of the set Z  itself. The complement of the universal set U is seen 
to  be the null set 0  and is designated as U'. Any two sets under considera­
tion are said to  be disjoint if they do not have any elements in common.
Two further categories of sets may be defined in the following simple 
term inology:
1) equivalent sets—sets which contain the same num ber of elements al­
though not necessarily the same ones.
2 ) ordered set—a set in which the elements thereof are arranged in a  serial 
relationship based on some pre-befined ru.e.
These latter two categories are particularly suitable to application in the 
treatm ent of mass spectral data.
1. K r.c . h ., Wright, D., Kelly, W., and Ridley, R .G ., 17th Annual Conference on Mass
Spectrometry and Allied Topics, A.S.T.M.—E-14, Dallas, Texas,-18-23 May 1 9 6 9 .____
2. Jfurs, P.O., Kowalski, B.R., and Isenhour, T.L., Anal. Chem., 41, 21 (1969).-....
3. “ Catalogue of Mass Spectral D ata”, Serial No. 44, Thermodynamics Research Centre 
D ata Project, Thermodynamics Research Centre, Texas A an d M , University College 
.Ration, Texas.
4. Otvos, J. W., and Sicvmson, D .P., J. Am. Client. Soc., 78, 546 (1956).
5. Mann, J.B., J. Chan. Phys., 46, 1650 (1967). I
6. Reed, R .I., Rev. Port Quim., 10, 129 (1968).
7. ib id . ,  1 2 , 16 (1970).
The following pages contain representative pages 
of computer printouts for the Khinchine function, 
abstracted from a total of 6880 values which were 
determined. The excessive bulk involved in repro­
duction of the entire printout scheme made it a 
practical expedient that selected values be shown 
to illustrate the range of Khinchine values which 
were obtained. -
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Programming Language - BASIC
10 DIM A[50],Wr50],H£50],Q[50],BC50],D[50],F[50]
20  HEAD P 
25 LET B=0 
30 FOR Vr 1 TO P 
40 READ A 
50 LET B=B+A 
<50 NEXT V 
70 PRINT "SUM="B 
80  RESTORE 
90  READ P 
92 LET W-0 
94 LET Q=0 
92 LET F=0 
100 FOR U=1 TO P
110 READ A '
120 LET C=A/B
130 LET D= L OG ( C ) * . 4 3 4 2 9
140 LET E=C*D
150 LET F = - 1 0 0 * C * L O G ( C ) * . 4 3 4 2 9 / 1 . 0 7 8 7 4
ISO LET W=W+D
170 LET L=W/P
120 LET Q= Q+E
190 LET G=Q/P
2 0 0  PRINT C; D; E; F
205 NEXT U
206  PRINT "Q="Q 
2 1 0  DATA 41
220  DATA 1 6 , 2 , 2 , 2 , 8 , 3 2 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 9 , 2 , 1 1 4 , 2 , 3 4 9 , 1 , 3 2 1 , 1 5 5 , 7 , 1 , 1 ,  
230  DATA 2 , 4 4 , 3 6 8 , 6 6 , 1 0 0 0 , 3 3 , 1 , 2 , 1 5 , 6 2 , 6 0 , 2 0 , 7 7 , 3 9 , 2 2 0 , 5 0 2 , 2 2 , 1  
250  DATA R . 0 0 0 0 0 E - 0 2 , . 2 7  
2 6 0  END
READY
Khinchin Programme
Programming Language - BASIC




20  READ N
30  FOR K=1 TO N 
50  READ X,Y 
60 LET S1=S1+X  
70 LET S2=S2+Y  
90  NEXT K
95 PRINT "SUMS ARE"S1;S2  
100 READ N 
110 RESTORE
115 PRINT ” DIVERGENCES AND RUNNING DIVERGENCES”
120 READ N •
130 FOR 1=1 TO N 
140 READ XCI3, YCI]
150 l e t  A m = x m / s i
160 LET B C I ] = Y r i ] / S 2  
170 LET c r i ] = C A [ I ] + B m  ) / 2  
180 LET UC13 = LOGCAC 11/CC 
190 LET V [ I ] = L O G C B C I ] / C CI ] )
200 LET J= S l * ( A C I 3 - C [ I ] ) * ( U t  II  )+S2* ( B t I3- c m ) * C V m )  
205 LET 0= T3/N
215 LET T3=T3+,J
216  PRINT X [ I ] ? Y C I ] ; J ; T 3  
220  NEXT I
225  PRINT "AVERAGE IS ” Q 
230  DATA 6
2 4 0  DATA 2 6 , 8 , 8 6 , 2 9 , 1 7 1 , 7 5 , 2 5 6 , 7 5 4 , 1 0 0 0 , 1 0 0 0 , 1 1 , 1 2  
250  DATA 6 
255 END
READY
Divergence Programme
